
  

 

Paola	Rodriguez:	I	am	struggling	with	words	to	express	my	gratitude	to	
you	and	to	The	Best	Customs	Course.	Today	is	the	most	exciting	day	of	
my	life	(after	my	kids	birth	and	our	wedding,	of	course)!	Thank	you	to	all	
of	you,	especially	Jessica	for	answering	all	my	calls	with	all	those	
technical	questions.	Thank	you	to	your	good	heart	and	all	of	your	
knowledge.	Thank	you	for	your	advice	and	support	and	for	being	so	
professional,	tough,	and	at	the	same	time	kind,	always	kind!	Thank	you	
for	believing	in	me.	Everyone	told	me	not	to	jump	into	a	new	field	where	
I	have	no	background	or	experience	or	knowledge.	You	taught	me	that	
discipline,	responsibility,	and	hard	work	will	lead	to	success.	I	will	send	
everyone	that	I	know	your	way,	including	my	brother	in	law	that	has	
been	in	this	field	for	19	years,	took	the	exam	4	times,	and	hasn’t	been	
able	to	pass.	Finally,	thank	you	supporting	all	of	your	students!	I	will	be	
forever	grateful.	May	God	Bless	You	Always.		

Kim	Lyon,	Fender	Musical	Instruments	Corporation	Trade Compliance 
Manager: "Thank	you	to	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	for	helping	me	
pass	my	exam!	The	October	2019	exam	presented	many	process	changes	
that	could	have	thrown	me	off	my	game,	but	the	advice	given	in	this	
course	prepared	me	for	it!	I	think	what	helped	me	the	most	was	the	
advice	of	taking	the	past	exams	in	many	different	places	–	including	
noisy	areas.	Also,	taking	the	past	exams	over	and	over	until	my	scores	
were	continually	in	the	high	80s	was	invaluable.	I	was	able	to	identify	the	
problem	areas	by	doing	this,	then	I	handwrote	notes	on	these	subjects	to	
take	to	the	exam	with	me.	There	are	many	things	that	helped,	but	I	think	
these	two	were	the	most	valuable.	Please	feel	free	to	use	my	testimonial.	
Again,	thank	you	for	all	your	patience	and	guidance.	It	was	a	long	process	
for	me	and	you	stuck	with	me	through	everything.	.	.	.	[later]	.	.	I	got	my	
license	today!	Thank	you	so	much	for	all	your	help.	I	couldn’t	have	done	
it	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course."	

Rana	Zayour:	Thank	you	to	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	for	all	of	its	
support	and	also	for	the	boot	camps.	I	was	beyond	thrilled	when	I	
opened	the	mail	yesterday	and	wanted	to	share	the	big	news	with	you.		
I'm	looking	forward	to	applying	for	the	license	and	finally	a	career	in	the	
field!!!		Thank	you	once	again.	.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.	I	received	my	license	today!	I	



  

 

am	officially	licensed:)	I	just	needed	one	point	to	pass	by	appeal	and	I	
was	granted	that	point!	

Israel	Rosenfeld,	Innovative	Carriers:	Good	News.		I	passed	by	appeal!	
Thank	you	for	ALL	your	help	and	support.	I	would	not	have	made	it	
without	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.	I	picked	up	my	
customs	broker’s	license	last	week.	Thanks	again	for	all	your	help	to	pass	
the	exam	and	for	continuing	to	help	me	in	my	career	as	a	customs	
broker.	I	must	say	that	first	time	I	felt	confident	that	I	would	pass	the	test	
is	when	I	attended	the	Boot	Camp.	I'm	happy	that	I'm	here.	Thank	you!			
	
Margaret	Henderson,	Moog,	Inc.	Import	Compliance:	I	received	the	letter	
from	CBP	stating	I	passed	my	exam	by	appeal!		Thank	you	for	all	your	
help.	.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.	I	was	surprised	that	CBP	did	not	give	me	question	53,	
but	thank	you	for	having	me	protest	the	math	questions	as	those	are	the	
one's	they	gave	me.			
	
Tiffany	Bibbs,	BDP	International,	Inc.	Transport	Team	Lead:	I	just	got	my	
email	that	passed	my	exam	with	my	appeals!!!!!	Thank	you	so	much	for	
The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	and	for	all	of	your	help!!!!	.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.	I	
just	received	the	official	letter.	Yes,	I	only	needed	2	questions.	I	received	
credit	for	questions	19	&	49.	There	are	so	many	things	that	I	thought	
were	helpful	with	the	course.	But	if	I	had	to	pick	one	thing,	it	was	
definitely	the	boot	camp.	I	came	in	not	knowing	much	about	finding	an	
HTS	number	or	how	to	go	through	the	General	Notes.	It	was	great	to	be	
able	to	talk	to	someone	face	to	face	to	help	with	explaining	the	crazy	
Customs	lingo.	Thanks	again	for	coming	to	Charlotte	&	providing	the	
class.	I’m	sure	our	office	would	love	to	do	it	again.			

Jaime	Estrada:	I	just	called	to	let	you	know	that	I	passed	the	April	exam	
by	appeal.	Thank	you	for	your	help!	

Christopher	Guzman,	Assent	Trade	Compliance	Consultants	Founder:	
Great	news!!!!	I	passed	the	customs	broker	exam!!!!	Thank	you	to	
everyone	at	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	for	the	continued	support	
through	the	appeal	and	re-appeal	processes.	They	have	truly	been	great.	
They	assisted	me	with	realistic	arguments	to	make	on	appeal.	Everyone,	



  

 

you	do	not	necessarily	have	to	argue	that	CBP’s	answer	is	incorrect.	You	
can	instead	explain	why	another	answer	is	equally	acceptable.	You	can	
use	the	federal	regulations	to	our	advantage	and	plead	your	case!	.	.	.	
[later]	.	.	.	After	almost	a	year,	I	finally	received	my	license!	Everyone,	
please	know	that	this	goal	is	achievable	with	the	hard	work	that	I	know	
everyone	is	putting	into	studying	and	supporting	each	other	in	social	
media	forums!	The	Port	of	New	York	does	not	have	the	flags	and	CBP	
area	to	take	photos	anymore,	but	I	got	a	CBP	officer	to	take	a	picture	with	
me.	Thank	you	again	to	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	for	all	the	help!	

John	Pettibone,	Saint-Gobain	Corporation	Director,	Trade	Compliance	
North	America:	I	passed	the	customs	broker	exam!		I	missed	only	18	
questions	for	77.5%.	Thank	you	to	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	for	
all	the	help!	.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.		This	is	a	photo	of	me	getting	my	customs	
broker’s	license	at	the	oldest	customs	house	in	the	United	States.	It	is	
located	in	Philadelphia.	I	passed	the	exam	on	the	first	try.	Thanks	for	
your	support	and	great	teaching.	I	could	not	have	done	it	without	you.		
Yes,	you	can	use	the	testimonial.	The	CBP	licensing	officer	in	the	picture	
with	me	told	me	40	people	took	the	exam	in	Philadelphia	and	10	passed	
including	me.	That	25%	pass	rate	is	high	compared	to	the	11	percent	
national	pass	rate.	

Joe	Antebi,	Surfgistics,	LLC	President:	So,	I	am	officially	licensed!!	It	was	a	
long	journey	but	I'm	really	proud	of	myself	for	following	through	and	
getting	it	done!	Thank	you	to	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	for	
prepping	me.	And,	a	huge	thank	you	to	my	family	who	kept	me	motivated	
throughout	the	process,	and	of	course	to	this	amazing	Facebook	group	
full	of	inspiration.	Thanks	again	and	the	best	of	luck	to	all	you	future	and	
current	brokers!!	https://www.linkedin.com/in/joe-antebi-b0471611	

Sonia	Jaime,	MG	Grupo	Aduanal	Customs	Specialist:	I	passed	the	exam!	
Thank	you	so	much	for	your	help.	I’m	still	crying!	.	.	.	The	monthly	boot	
camp	and	the	weekly	live	classes	were	really	really	helpful!	My	problem	
was	that	I	spent	too	much	time	on	each	question.	However,	your	2	
minute-6	minute	strategy	that	you	taught	us	and	that	I	practiced	
throughout	the	entire	course	made	me	really	confident	taking	the	real	
exam.	Of	course,	I	was	also	more	prepared.	Thank	you	again!	



  

 

Victoria	Ronderos,	Omega	Customs	Brokers	Inc.:	After	checking	my	
answers	several	times	to	be	sure.	I	have	come	up	with	only	15	incorrect	
responses	so	I	believe	I	passed.	Thanks	for	all	your	help.		

Krysta	Sparkman,	CITGO	Petroleum	Corporation:	I	passed	the	exam!!!!	
Thank	you	so	much	for	your	help!	I	calculated	an	82.5%	score!	I	think	the	
one	thing	that	helped	especially	with	this	exam	was	following	your	
timing	during	the	exam	strategy.	It	kept	me	from	spending	too	much	
time	on	the	hard	questions	that	did	not	have	clear	answers	so	that	I	
could	get	to	the	ones	I	knew	where	to	find.	About	an	hour	in	I	realized	I	
was	spending	too	much	time	on	questions	and	started	focusing	on	pacing	
myself	and	choosing	a	best	guess	answer	if	I	could	not	find	a	right	
answer	timely.	Your	classification	process	sheet	was	helpful	as	well	to	
keep	me	focused	on	the	steps	I	needed	to	take	to	get	an	answer	on	the	
classification	questions.		

Chang	Liu,	Maxim	Integrated	Global	Trade	Services	Manager:	I	passed	
with	a	score	of	82.5%	as	predicted.	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	
played	such	an	important	role	to	my	passing	the	exam	on	the	first	try.	
There	are	so	many	ways	that	you	helped	during	my	three	months	of	
preparation.	If	I	had	to	choose	one	thing	that	helped	me	the	most	I	would	
choose	the	weekly	live	4-hour	classes.	I	could	not	attend	a	boot	camp.	
However,	during	the	weekly	classes,	(1)	your	step-by-step	instructions	of	
how	to	answer	different	questions,	(2)	being	able	to	ask	you	questions	
and	get	your	professional	answers,	and	(3)	listening	to	other	students,	
helped	me	tremendously.	It	made	me	feel	like	I	am	not	alone	in	the	
jungle.	I	especially	want	to	say	“thank	you”	for	picking	up	my	call	10	pm	
the	night	before	the	exam	when	the	test	center	told	me	there	is	no	exam	
on	their	event	schedule.	You	even	sent	me	an	email	3	am	in	the	morning	
telling	me	other	students	will	be	in	the	same	test	center.	Without	that	I	
would	not	be	able	to	sleep	that	night.	Thank	you	so	much	for	all	your	
help!	

Gustavo	Aldrete,	JAS	Worldwide	CHB:	I	passed!	Thank	you	very	much	for	
all	your	advice	and	guidance!	I	will	be	eternally	grateful!	It	means	a	lot	to	
my	family	and	me!	Of	course	you	can	use	my	testimonial.	The	Best	
Customs	Broker	Course	helped	me	in	several	ways,	including	the	live	and	



  

 

virtual	boot	camps,	the	SourceList	and	the	method	of	classification.	You	
made	everything	so	easy	to	understand.	.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.	Here	is	a	picture	of	
me	receiving	my	customs	broker’s	license!	Thank	you	to	for	helping	me	
make	my	dream	come	true.		

Emad	Guirgus,	Business	Owner:	I	passed	the	exam	with	an	80%.	And,	
that	is	even	with	3	questions	that	CBP	says	that	I	left	blank.	Thank	you	to	
The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	for	all	of	the	help!	Great	job.		

Oscar	Ramiro	Garza,	M.J.	Carrillo	Company,	Inc.:	Attached	is	my	letter	
from	CBP	with	respect	to	my	exam	appeal.	I	had	to	email	them	and	ask	
for	a	copy	because	my	letter	did	not	come	in	the	mail.	I	passed.	
Thank	you	for	your	help!	Yes,	you	may	use	my	testimonial.	I’ll	send	you	a	
picture	upon	receiving	my	license	from	CBP.	Again,	thanks	again	for	your	
help	with	the	appeal	process.	A	huge	weight	has	been	lifted	off	my	
shoulders.	
	
Karla	Sacasa:	I	passed!!!!!!!!!!	Thank	you!!!!!!!!!!!!!	They	did	not	give	me	
credit	for	any	of	the	ones	I	appealed	but	they	did	give	me	credit	for	
questions	35	and	44.	Thanks	God.	You	can	definitely	use	my	testimonial!	
	
Tiffany	Sellars,	Terumo	Medical	Corporation:	I	passed	the	exam.	The	Best	
Customs	Broker	Course	is	exceptional.	I	know	there	is	no	way	I	would	
not	have	passed	without	this	course.	The	boot	camp	also	played	a	huge	
part	in	my	overall	score.	Thank	you	for	your	help!	:-)	

David	Snyder,	MBA,		DAC	Vision,	Inc.	Customs	Broker:	I	received	my	
letter	today	and	I	passed	the	exam!	Thank	you	for	your	help!	

Lorena	Knösel:	I	received	a	letter	from	CBP	telling	me	I	passed	the	exam.	
Thank	you	so	much	for	calling	me	in	July	inviting	me	to	the	Laredo	boot	
camp	and	thank	you	for	your	help	in	passing	the	exam!	.	.	.	I	am	so	
grateful	for	your	phone	call	in	July!!	I	had	already	put	all	of	this	behind	
and	that	phone	call	came	at	the	perfect	time.	Thanks	to	you	I	started	
from	scratch	again	after	all	those	years	and	it	paid	off!!	Of	course,	you	can	
use	my	testimonial.		



  

 

Scott	Fife,	Ernst	&	Young:	I	got	my	letter	and	I	passed!	Thanks	a	lot	for	
your	help,	the	boot	camp	and	overall	structure	of	The	Best	Customs	
Broker	Course	was	very	helpful	and	made	the	difference	this	time.	
	

Melissa	Golojuch,	Barry	Callebaut	Import	Export	Department	Team	Lead:	
I	received	my	letter	and	I	passed!	Thank	you	for	your	help!	

Amy	Xumei	Wu,	Mega	Lion:	I	passed	the	exam.	I	am	so	happy.	You	helped	
me	so	much	with	classification.	That	was	definitely	my	weakness	before	I	
came	to	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course.	Thank	you	for	your	help!			

Brandon	Boudousquie,	SCM	Solutions	Corp.:	I	received	my	official	pass	
letter.	I	made	a	75	exactly	on	my	first	try.	I	could	not	have	done	it	
without	your	class.	Thank	you	so	much!		

Elizabeth	McGuffey,	White	Knight	Engineered	Products:	I	am	ecstatic	to	
inform	you	that	I	passed!!		There	were	a	great	many	prayers	being	said	
for	me	while	I	took	the	exam,	and	I	was	much	calmer	and	clear	headed	
than	when	I	was	taking	all	the	practice	exams!		God	is	so	good,	all	the	
time!	I	can	honestly	say	that	if	I	hadn’t	taken	the	Best	Customs	Broker	
Course,	I	may	not	have	passed	–	the	course	schedule	and	boot	camps	
were	invaluable.		Thank	you	for	drilling	it	into	my	head	to	read,	read,	and	
read	some	more!	There	were	people	at	the	exam	that	had	taken	other	
courses	and	had	taken	the	exam	previously	that	didn’t	think	they	had	
passed.		Yours	truly	is	the	best,	in	my	opinion.	Thank	you	for	your	
support	and	encouragement	over	the	past	18	months.		I’m	so	glad	I	found	
and	took	your	course	and	not	another,	less	expensive,	option!	.	.	.	You	
may	absolutely	use	my	testimonial.			

Yvonne	Hernandez,	CEVA	International,	Inc.	Brokerage	Manager:	I	
passed	the	exam!	Thanks	to	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	.	.	.	.	Of	course,	
feel	free	to	use	my	testimonial	.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.	I	wanted	to	share	this	photo	
of	me	receiving	my	license	last	Wednesday.	Thanks	again	to	Best	
Customs	Broker	course.	

Isiahphena	Norwood,	Panalpina Customs	Entry	Writer:	I	passed	my	



  

 

exam.	Where	there’s	a	will,	there’s	a	way.	Never	give	up	or	get	
discouraged.	It	will	not	be	easy.	Nothing	beats	a	failure	but	a	try!!!	I	am	a	
single	mom	of	five	children.	There	is	no	way	I	could	have	done	this	
without	Jesus!	Also,	a	special	thanks	to	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course.	
This	course	has	some	great	strategies,	it	is	well	organized,	and	has	great	
reference	materials.	My	weakness	was	classification	(textiles)	but	after	
this	course	I	became	a	textiles	expert.	I	got	all	the	textiles	questions	
correct!	Thank	you	for	all	of	the	help	and	service!	Yes,	you	can	use	my	
testimonial.	.	.	.	[later	she	sent	us	pictures	of	her	celebrating	getting	her	
license	with	her	children]	.	.	.	Me	and	my	5	beautiful	children!	It	was	a	joy	
to	through	this	whole	experience,	and	to	share	this	moment	with	my	
children.	I	allowed	them	to	see	me	work	hard	to	achieve	my	goals	in	my	
career.	As	I	teach	them	to	do	the	same	set	goals	and	achieve	them!	No	
excuses!	I’m	leading	by	example.	Full	time	mom,	full	time	employee	and	I	
am	also	a	full	time	student	in	my	bachelor	degree	program!!	Set	goals	be	
dedicated	and	you	will	go	far!	Be	encouraged	stay	focused	trust	and	
believe	you	can	do	it!!	

Alfredo	Fierro,	Sumitomo	Electric	Wiring	Systems,	Inc.	Customs 
Compliance Specialist:	Good	news.	I	received	my	letter	from	CBP	today	
and	I	passed!	I	am	so	happy!	Thank	you	to	The	Best	Customs	Broker	
Course	for	all	of	the	support	and	advice.	And,	thank	you	for	not	letting	
me	give	up!	.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.	Finally,	I	received	my	license!	Yes,	you	can	use	
my	testimonial! 

Namita	Sharma,	Siemens	Import-Export	Regulatory	Compliance	at	
Siemens:	I	am	pleased	to	share	with	you	that	I	passed	the	exam!	Thank	
you	very	much	to	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	for	its	awesome	new	
website	where	I	could	practice	my	exams.	Also,	thank	you	very	much	for	
your	conference	calls	and	for	your	boot	camp.	
	
William	Hawk,	BDP	International,	Inc. Operations	Manager:	It's	
official!		I	received	my	Customs	Broker's	License	today!		Thanks	for	all	
your	help	with	the	preparation.		Your	truly	unique	study	
methods/concepts	ensured	I	passed	on	my	first	try.		I	would	recommend	
The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	to	anyone	who	is	serious	about	



  

 

becoming	a	Licensed	Customs	Broker.	

Ada	Yuen:	I	have	it	in	writing	that	I	passed	the	exam!!!	I	received	my	
letter	today.	Thank	you	so	much	for	your	help!	

Scott	Thisdale,	Crown	Equipment	Corporation	International	Logistics	
Manager:	I	called	CBP	and	was	so	happy	to	hear	that	they	granted	2	of	
my	5	appealed	questions	(#57	and	#67)	so	that	now	I	have	a	75%	score.	
I	passed!	I	am	so	relieved.	Thanks	for	your	special	help;	it	was	essential	
for	this	journey.	.	.Yes,	please	feel	free	to	use	my	testimonial.	.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.	
Here	is	my	picture	for	your	gallery	of	successful	students.	Your	
assistance	with	getting	my	brokers	license	was	invaluable!	Even	a	
government	shutdown	couldn’t	dissuade	me	from	succeeding.	

Bobby	Sanders,	BDP	International,	Inc.	Logistics	Coordinator:	Thank	you	
so	much	for	your	course	and	for	helping	me	with	my	appeal.	I	would	not	
have	been	able	to	pass	this	test	without	your	help.	

JD	Martin,	OceanLink	Global,	Inc.	President:	I	received	my	official	U.S.	
Customs	Broker	License	today!!!!!	Thank	You	so	much	for	all	of	your	help	
and	for	all	of	the	time	you	put	into	teaching	the	correct	way	to	study	for	
the	exam.	I	have	to	say	that	in	the	beginning	I	was	skeptical	and	I	thought	
I	had	better	ways	to	study	and	to	learn	things.	Good	thing	I	did	not	give	
in	and	good	thing	I	listened	to	you	and	did	it	your	way.	I	really	don’t	
think	I	would	have	passed	the	exam	on	my	first	time	around.	Thank	you	
again	so	much!	

Juan	Antonio	Lazalde,	Sony	Electronics,	Inc.	Director	of	Operations:	I	
passed	the	exam.	Thank	you	very	much	for	all	your	help.		

William	Thrasher,	Franklin	Electric	Co.,	Inc.	Trade	Compliance	Program	
Manager:	I	received	my	letter	from	Customs	over	the	weekend	and	was	
informed	that	I	passed	the	October	2017	exam	with	an	85%!	I	can't	say	
enough	good	things	about	the	course.	It	was	undoubtedly	the	reason	I	
was	able	to	pass	the	test	with	such	confidence.	You	can	move	me	to	the	
list	of	students	who	passed	the	test.	Thank	you	again!	



  

 

Brook	Vaughn:	I	passed	the	October	2017	exam!	Thanks	for	all	your	help	
and	support.		

Alex	Marquez:	I	passed	the	exam.	Thank	you	for	your	help.	Sure	you	can	
use	me	as	a	testimonial!	

Mariela	Rodriguez,	ICB:	I	am	super	excited	to	let	you	know	I	passed	the	
exam!		I	received	the	letter	yesterday	and	was	granted	the	one	appeal	
question	that	I	needed	to	pass.	After	the	false	positive	I	received	I'm	glad	
the	exam	prep	is	truly	behind	me.	Thank	you	so	much	for	all	your	help!	

Bernardo	Mireles:	I	passed	the	exam.	Thank	you	for	your	help.		

Erica	Cain,	Airgas	International	Trade	Compliance	Specialist:	I	received	
my	official	letter	in	the	mail	today!	I	PASSED!!!!!!!	I	thought	I	had	missed	
it	by	2	questions	but	my	official	letter	stated	I	passed!	Thank	you	for	the	
exam-taking	techniques	that	you	provided.	Exam	takers,	know	that	the	
techniques	used	when	taking	the	exam	is	what	will	make	the	difference.	
This	was	not	my	first	time	taking	the	exam.	I	tried	a	different	broker	
exam	prep	course	before	and	it	was	not	designed	the	way	The	Best	
Customs	Broker	Course	is	designed.	After	taking	The	Best	Customs	
Broker	Course,	I	had	a	better	understanding.	I	learned	how	to	take	the	
exam.	I	learned	how	to	manage	my	time	while	studying	and	while	taking	
the	exam.	This	course	made	a	big	difference.	A	combination	of	prayer,	
dedication,	the	course	workbooks,	constant	communications	provided	
by	the	course	(4-day	boot	camps,	monthly	1-day	virtual	boot	camps,	
weekly	hour-long,	conference	calls,	online	course,	emails,	etc.),	made	me	
successful	on	my	second	try!!!	Thank	you!	

Shelley	Staggs,	CEVA	Trade	Compliance	North	America	Logistics	
Manager:	I	received	mine	and	I	passed!	Thank	you	for	your	help!	.	.	.	
Thank	you	and	yes,	you	may	use	my	testimonial.		I’ve	let	a	couple	of	my	
co-workers	and	former	co-workers	know	how	well	the	course	worked	
for	me	too!	.	.	.	Wow,	I’m	glad	to	be	in	the	12%	that	passed.	Thank	you	to	
The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	for	the	great	program	and	study	tips!	I	
passed	the	exam	on	my	first	try.	:)	



  

 

Maria	Fernanda	Mejia,	Mejia	y	Sucesores,	S.C.	Agente	Aduanual	(licensed	
customs	broker	in	Mexico:	I	passed	the	exam!!	I	was	given	credit	for	
questions	10	and	43.	I	want	to	thank	you	so	much	for	all	your	help.	I	
definitely	could	have	not	done	it	without	you.	I	appreciate	your	time	with	
me	working	on	my	appeal	at	the	Cancun	Boot	Camp	and	your	availability	
during	classes.		

Jesrel	Mitre,	HARMAN	International	U.S.	Customs	Compliance	Specialist:	
The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	was	the	greatest	stepping-stone	in	my	
journey	to	passing	the	exam.	The	course	has	great	instructors	and	
amazing	mentors,	but	it	is	not	easy.	It	is	no	mystery	why	the	four-day	
classes	are	called	“boot	camps”.	They	are	extremely	challenging	but,	in	
my	opinion,	exactly	what	is	needed	in	order	to	prepare	for	the	exam.	I	
failed	the	exam	the	first	time	I	took	it.	I	should	have	appealed	then	but	I	
did	not.	I	failed	the	exam	the	second	time	I	took	it,	but	that	time	I	did	
appeal	my	score.	TWICE!	The	first	time	I	appealed,	I	did	not	receive	
credit	for	any	of	my	appeals,	zero,	none.	But,	I	did	not	give	up.	I	sent	my	
second	appeal	to	the	next	level,	CBP	Office	of	Trade	Executive	Assistant	
Commissioner.	I	received	credit	for	3	out	of	6	of	my	appeal	arguments!	I	
finally	passed!	I	felt	like	a	winner.	Moral	of	the	story:	Never	give	up.	
Always	appeal	and	do	not	feel	disappointed	if	you	fail.	Thank	you	to	the	
Best	Customs	Broker	Course!!!		

Gabriela	Yarza,	Expeditors	International	Inc.:	I	passed	the	Customs	
Broker	exam	on	my	first	try!	Thank	you	to	The	Best	Customs	Broker	
Course	for	the	help	and	encouragement!!	I	am	really	happy.	Yes,	feel	free	
to	use	my	testimonial.	

JOYce	Martin,	Shell	Oil	Products	U.S.	Import	Compliance	Operations:	I	
cannot	tell	you	how	much	I	appreciate	the	help	that	I	received	from	The	
Best	Customs	Broker	Course.		Thank	you	thank	you	for	not	letting	me	
give	up.	I	am	so	happy	that	I	passed	this	exam!	.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.	I	picked	up	
my	customs	broker	license	from	CBP	Petroleum,	Natural	Gas,	&	Minerals	
(Center	of	Excellent	and	Expertise)	CEE	Director	David	McGurk!	Thank	
you	again.	I	will	always	be	grateful	to	you.	You	played	a	big	part	in	my	
accomplishing	this	goal.	



  

 

Teri	Bailey:	I	received	my	letter	today	and	I	passed	the	exam!	I	still	am	
not	sure	that	I	believe	it.	Thank	you	so	much	for	all	of	your	help	and	
support.	I	really	could	not	have	done	it	without	you.	

Natalia	Macazaga,	Shark	Group	LLC	Logistics	Manager:	I	received	my	
letter	and	I	passed	the	exam!!	This	was	my	first	try!	I	wouldn’t	even	
know	where	to	start	without	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course.			Thanks!!		

Lydia	Luk,	Owner , Elleo Global, Inc. Owner:	I	passed	on	the	first	try	
thanks	to	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	team!	I	would	NOT	have	
passed	without	this	course.	At	first,	I	felt	overwhelmed,	but	as	I	started	
tabbing	my	materials	and	learning	where	everything	was	I	gained	
confidence.	I	watched	the	recorded	lessons	and	took	practice	exams	and	
came	to	the	weekly	conference	calls.	It	was	nice	to	know	there	is	a	
weekly	support	system.	I	went	to	two	Boot	Camps.	Boot	Camps	are	tiring	
but	the	support	and	guidance	provided	could	not	be	gotten	elsewhere.	I	
also	felt	overwhelmed	having	to	carve	out	four	hours	to	take	practice	
exams	and	wondered	whether	doing	so	would	help.	IT	DID!	By	the	time	I	
was	on	my	third	practice	exam,	I	was	comfortable	with	the	four-hour	
exam	format.	The	skills	and	the	strategies	taught	by	The	Best	Customs	
Broker	Course	helped	tremendously.	I	recommend	this	course	to	anyone	
who	is	interested	in	passing	the	customs	broker	exam!	.	.	.	[later]	I	just	
wanted	to	send	you	a	quick	note	to	let	you	know	my	customs	brokerage	
is	officially	open	for	business.	:)	Thank	you	again	for	all	your	help	and	
support!	Couldn't	have	done	it	without	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course!	
.	.	.	[later]	Thank	you	for	your	continuous	support	and	guidance	:)	 

Eric	Turnquist,	Esq.,	Dril-Quip	Global	Trade	Compliance	Manager:	I	
passed	the	exam!	Thank	you	to	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	for	
helping	me	concentrate	.	.	.	Yes,	of	course	you	may	use	my	testimonial.	.	.	.	
[later]	.	.	.	I	spoke	to	the	Port	of	Houston	and	they	told	me	that	of	the	60	
people	who	took	the	exam	here,	only	8	passed.	

Erica	Aldana,	Expeditors	International	Inc.:	I	passed	the	exam!	I	can’t	
believe	it.	Thank	you	so	much	for	your	help!	

Jennifer	Meier,	Bass	Pro,	LLC	Global	Trade	Compliance	Specialist:	I’m	one	



  

 

of	the	lucky	ones	and	passed	the	April	2017	exam.	I	got	a	call	last	
Thursday	and	got	the	letter	today.	Thank	you	for	your	
help.																																																																				

Kris	Harah:	The	boot	camp	was	super	helpful	in	letting	me	concentrate	
on	nothing	but	the	exam	for	an	extended	period.	Thank	you.	I	passed!	
	
Marjorie	McIntyre,	Allergan	Import/Export	Specialist:	Thank	you	very	
much!		I	passed	my	exam.	J	

Rebecca	Fletcher,	PCM,	Inc.	International	Logistics	Manager:	CBP	sent	
the	results	from	my	appeal	questions.	I	PASSED!	Thank	you	so	much.	I	
would	not	have	been	able	to	do	it	without	you!!	I	am	so	happy!	Please	
keep	me	on	the	list	of	free	webinars	that	you	provide	to	graduates	of	The	
Best	Customs	Broker	Course.	I	enjoy	participating	in	those.	.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.	I	
received	my	license.	Thank	you	again.	I	remember	finding	this	career	and	
thinking,	“I	love	doing	this.	I	am	going	to	die	doing	this.”	

Matthew	Williams,	American	Tire	Distributors	FTZ	Administrator:	I	
passed	by	appeal!!!!	Thank	you	thank	you	thank	you.	Your	boot	camp	
was	so	helpful.	I	can’t	believe	it!	.	.	.	Of	course	you	can	use	my	testimonial!	
Thank	you	again!	

Jeff	Howell,	JELD-WEN,	Inc.	Director	of	Logistics:	I	am	pleased	to	let	you	
know	that	I	passed	the	April	2017	exam.		I	just	received	the	confirmation	
letter	from	CBP	informing	me	of	my	successful	appeal.	I	needed	just	one	
additional	answer	to	obtain	a	75%	score.		This	was	my	first	time	taking	
the	exam	and	part	of	a	commitment	I	had	made	for	personal	
development	in	my	position.		

Christopher	Walker,	Alliance	Operating	Services	Account	Executive:	I	
received	my	appeal	letter	and	they	gave	me	credit	for	question	59,	
answer	D	so	it	bumped	me	over	to	a	75!	This	was	my	first	time	taking	the	
exam,	and	I	could	not	have	done	it	without	the	boot	camp	prior	to	the	
exam	and	without	your	study	materials.	Thank	you	so	much!	

Victor	Martin	Bonner,	Jr.	MBA/GM,	The	Bonner	Law	Firm	ParaLegal:	I	



  

 

have	the	best	news	of	the	day!	I	passed	the	exam	by	appeal.	I	thank	you	
for	all	the	patience	and	support	that	you	have	given	me.	Again,	many	
thanks.	

Guillermo	Santiago,	Pratt	&	Whitney:	I	passed	the	exam!	Thank	you.	

Joseph	Bradarich, Spartan Global Services Group LLC Founder:	I	
received	the	letter	from	CBP	informing	me	that	I	had	passed	the	April	
2017	exam.	Thank	you	to	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	for	all	the	
support	and	“tough	love”	when	it	was	needed.	I	hope	to	put	my	license	to	
good	use	in	the	area	of	corporate	international	trade	compliance.	.	.	.	
[later]	.	.	.	After	a	one-week	postponement	for	weather	and	potential	
government	shutdown,	I	picked	up	my	customs	broker	license	from	CBP	
Petroleum,	Natural	Gas,	&	Minerals	(Center	of	Excellent	and	Expertise)	
CEE	Director	David	McGurk.	Beautiful	day	in	Houston!	

Note:	He	is	pictured	with	CBP	Petroleum,	Natural	Gas,	&	Minerals	CEE	
Director	David	McGurk.		

Adolfo	Martinez,	Attorney	with	Person,Whitworth,	Borchers	&	Morales,	
L.L.P.:	Good	news!	I	passed!	Thank	you	for	your	patience,	for	your	help,	
and	for	all	your	time!	I	appreciate	you.	

Student:	I	passed	the	customs	broker	exam	on	the	first	try	with	a	score	of	
82.5%	and	I	believe	a	huge	part	of	my	success	was	attending	The	Best	
Customs	Broker	Course	online	classes,	and	study/exam	
resources.		Thank	you	for	your	help	with	me	passing	this	exam.	
	
Student:	I	passed	the	exam.	Thank	you	very	much	for	all	your	help.		

Alex	Krason:	I	received	the	letter	that	I	passed	the	exam!	Thank	you	for	
all	of	your	help	over	the	past	few	months.	You	have	structured	The	Best	
Customs	Broker	Course	in	a	way	that	almost	guarantees	success;	it	was	
worth	every	penny!	.	.	.	[four	weeks	later]	.	.	.	I'm	just	writing	to	let	you	
know	that	I	received	my	license	last	week.			
	
Mark	Moss,	IKEA	Distribution	Services	Inc.	Customs	Compliance	Security	



  

 

Specialist:	I	passed	the	April	2017	exam	with	an	85.	I	received	a	letter	on	
Saturday	and	my	test	and	answer	key	today.	Thank	you.	

William	F.	Miller,	Millipore-Sigma	Compliance	Specialist:	I	just	received	a	
phone	call	from	CBP	to	let	me	know	that	I	passed	the	exam.	Thank	you	
for	all	your	help!		

Mahmoud	Hafez,	SUEZ	-	Water	Technologies	&	Solutions:	I	received	a	
phone	call	from	CBP	to	confirm	my	address	and	let	me	know	I	passed.	I	
am	so	happy	that	I	passed	on	my	first	try.	Thank	you	to	The	Best	
Customs	Broker	Course	for	helping	to	make	it	happen!	

James	Hall,	Esq.,	KPMG	Trade	Compliance	Consultant:	The	Best	Customs	
Broker	Course	is	simply	the	best.	The	boot	camp	focused	my	path	of	
study.	The	instructor's	expertise,	insight,	and	deep	understanding	of	US	
Customs	laws	and	regulations	launched	my	career	as	a	licensed	customs	
broker.	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	is	money	well	spent!	

Crystal	E.:	I	took	the	customs	broker	exam	in	April	2016.	I	passed	the	
customs	broker	exam	by	appeal!!	I	am	SO	SO	excited!	I	only	needed	
credit	for	one	question	to	achieve	a	passing	score.	CBP	gave	me	credit	for	
two	of	my	appealed	questions,	so	my	revised	exam	score	was	
76.25%.	Thank	you	so	much	to	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	for	all	of	
the	guidance	provided	throughout	the	course.	.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.	In	April	2017,	
I	finally	had	my	interview	with	CBP.	The	interview	with	two	CBP	officers	
took	about	25	minutes,	and	they	did	not	ask	me	any	questions	beyond	
what	was	included	in	my	application	paperwork.	A	few	weeks	later,	my	
customs	broker	license	was	ready	for	me	to	pick	up	from	the	port.	
	
Lucia	Suarez:	Look	what	came	in	the	mail	today!	My	letter	telling	me	that	
I	passed	the	exam!	Thank	you	for	your	help.		I	couldn’t	have	done	it	
without	you!	

Kimberly	Goldstein,	Nike	Logistics	Analyst:	I	did	pass	the	exam.		Not	as	
great	a	percentage	as	I	hoped	for	(I	did	have	some	double	bubbles)	–	but	
I’m	just	glad	I	passed!	Thank	you.	



  

 

Ricardo	Fabela,	Omni Logistics	Executive	Director:	I	PASSED	THE	
EXAM!!!!!	Thank	you	very	much	for	your	support	and	guidance,	your	
strategies	and	recommendations	were	extremely	valuable	to	me.	.	.	.	
[later]	.	.	.	I	finally	received	my	custom	broker	license!!!	I	am	so	happy!	
Thank	you	very	much	again	for	the	support	and	guidance.	

Bonnie	M.	Budyach,	Albemarle	Corporation	Global	Trade	Specialist:	I	
received	my	letter.	I	passed	with	84%.	Thanks	for	your	help!	.	.	.	[later]	
Look	what	came	in	the	mail	today!	My	license.	Thank	you	again	for	your	
help!	

Barbara	Beltran,	International	Farm	Services,	LLC:	I	received	my	letter	
from	CBP	telling	me	that	I	passed	the	exam	with	a	77.5%.	Thank	you	so	
much	for	all	the	guidance,	I	could	not	have	passed	on	my	first	try	without	
your	help!	.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.	I	recently	received	my	Broker	License	through	
the	port	of	Otay	Mesa,	California.	Thanks	again	to	The	Best	Customs	
Broker	Course!	

Susan	Harrington,	Emerson Commercial & Residential Solutions Global	
Transportation	Compliance	Manager:	I	passed	the	exam	with	a	78%.	The	
CBP	officer	said	that	out	of	the	28	people	here	in	Memphis	only	3	passed.	
.	.	.	[LATER]	.	.	.	I	received	my	license	today!	It	is	so	pretty!	Thanks	for	the	
class.	And,	I	just	got	promoted.	Again.	Partially	because	of	getting	my	
customs	broker’s	license.	.	.	.	[LATER]	.	.	.	I	was	recently	told,	“Susan	does	
know	her	classifications.“	I	was	very	proud!	Thank	you	for	teaching	me	
the	steps	to	classifying,	I	have	found	many	errors	where	people	did	not	
read	the	chapter	or	section	notes.	 

Daniel	Schadd,	CH	Robinson	Entry	Writer:	I	passed!	Thank	you.		.	.	.	
[later]	.	.	.		Thank	you	for	congratulating	me	for	my	work	anniversary.	I'm	
still	using	what	you	taught	me	in	the	boot	camp.	It	all	comes	from	The	
Best	Customs	Broker	Course!	:)		
	
Nicholas	Kanelos,	Ortho	Kinematics,	Inc.	Compliance	and	Regulatory	
Affairs	Analyst:	Attached	is	letter	stating	that	I	passed	the	exam!	You	
literally	changed	my	life	by	helping	me	pass	the	exam!	I	remember	only	
getting	22%	on	my	first	practice	exam	and	now	I'm	over	80%.	My	wife	



  

 

also	sends	you	a	big	hug,	she	may	have	been	more	nervous	about	the	
exam	than	I	was!	.	.	.	I	was	granted	my	broker	license	on	Friday!	
Apparently	now	they're	using	the	global	entry	system	to	conduct	
background	checks	and	it	only	took	about	a	month	to	come	back	
:)	Thanks	again	for	all	your	help	and	support	I	couldn't	have	done	it	
without	you.		
	
Xiaohua	Wang,	Hebei	Metals	Industrial	Limited,	Consultant:	I	took	the	
Customs	Broker	License	Exam	in	April	2016	and	I	passed.	My	grade	is	
86.25%.	I	will	apply	for	my	license	very	soon.	Thank	you.	

Shandy	Gore,	T.D.	Williamson,	International	Trade	Analyst:	I	passed	the	
exam!			Thank	you	for	all	your	help.			The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	
really	helped	me	to	focus	on	the	important	topics	and	the	Boot	Camp	was	
especially	helpful.		I	will	definitely	recommend	this	course	to	others!	
Thanks,	
	
Jack	Bartlett,	Full	Circle	Compliance	BV	Marketing	Manager:	It	is	my	
pleasure	to	tell	you	that	I	received	my	letter	from	Customs	informing	me	
that	I	passed	the	exam.	Thank	you	very	much!	If	I	had	to	take	the	test	
again,	I	would	practice,	practice,	practice	those	practice	exams.	I	studied	
each	section	specifically	without	mixing	in	enough	4-hour	exams,	and	I	
was	therefore	unprepared	for	the	flow	of	the	actual	test.	I	passed	by	four	
questions	instead	of	getting	nearer	to	a	perfect	score.	Thanks	again	for	
The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course!	Yes,	you	can	use	my	testimonial.	Thank	
you	for	all	your	help!	

Edward	Bond,	B/E	Aerospace	|	Global	Trade	Compliance	Director:	I	
passed	the	April	2016	exam.	Thanks!	

Shulem	Friedman:	I	passed	the	customs	broker	exam!	Thank	you.	I	could	
not	have	done	it	without	you.	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	helped	
me	tremendously	in	preparing	for	the	exam	and	it	helped	me	understand	
customs	laws	and	regulations.		I	have	seen	other	broker	courses	that	my	
fellow	exam	takers	purchased.	Nothing	came	close	to	your	course,	
especially	the	conference	calls	and	the	recorded	calls.	They	were	so	
important	to	my	studying.	Your	course	was	definitely	worth	every	



  

 

dollar.		Again,	thanks	so	much	for	your	dedication	to	each	and	every	
student.	All	the	best.	Of	course	you	can	use	my	testimonial.	I	am	glad	to	
be	of	a	help	in	any	way	possible.	.	.	.	[later]	I	would	like	to	wish	you	a	
happy,	healthy	and	prosperous	new	year	for	you	and	your	family.	May	
this	new	year	bring	you	lots	of	luck	in	all	your	endeavors.	And	a	special	
thanks	for	helping	me	pass	the	exam	and	for	all	the	steady	assistance	
thereafter.	.	.	.	[later]	I	finally	received	the	letter	from	CBP	that	my	license	
is	granted,	and	I'm	going	to	pick	it	up	next	week!	When	I	tell	anyone	that	
I	passed	the	broker	exam	and	haven't	even	worked	a	day	in	the	industry,	
they	can't	believe	it,	and	it's	definitely	thanks	in	a	big	part	to	your	course	
which	worked	wonders	for	me.	So	thank	you	again!		

Marcos	Guevara,	Origins	Company	Sustainable	Direct	Trade:	I	passed	the	
exam!		:-)	Due	to	many	reasons,	I	only	had	6	weeks	to	prepare	for	the	
exam.	I	can	honestly	say	that	taking	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	
was	a	key	aspect	of	my	success.	Even	if	I'd	had	months	to	prepare,	there	
simply	is	too	much	information	to	humanly	manage	without	a	
framework	-	the	"open	book"	exam	tested	my	limits.	The	preparation	still	
required	a	huge	commitment;	I	studied	for	many,	many	hours,	both	after	
work	and	on	weekends	-	I	even	took	some	time	off	to	be	able	to	dedicate	
more	daylight.	The	approach	that	the	Course	imparts	ensured	that	I	
focused	my	effort	optimally	and	reduced	a	lot	of	anxiety	that	would	have	
made	the	exam	impossible	to	overcome.		.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.	I'm	a	Licensed	
Customs	Broker	now!	One	more	step	in	support	of	Ethical	Trade.	Be	the	
Change!	It	was	tough,	especially	on	such	a	short	timeline.	I	started	
preparing	for	the	April	4th	exam	on	March	12th.	However,	I	am	now	
licensed	by	the	U.S.	Customs	and	Border	Protection!	Thanks	to	Jodi	
Schneider	for	encouraging	me	and	to	the	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	for	
helping	me	prepare	for	the	exam.	And,	to	my	family	and	friends	for	
putting	up	with	me	that	month!	

Renny	Liu:	According	to	the	official	answer	key,	I	got	11	wrong.	So,	I	
passed!!	Thank	you	so	much	for	your	help!!!	:)	.	.		.	[later]	.	.	.	Thank	you	
for	all	your	help!	I	finally	received	my	license	today!!!	

Mike	McClellan,	Acts	CHB	Inc.	Vice	President:	According	to	the	Best	
Customs	Broker	Course	Consensus	spreadsheet,	I've	missed	17	



  

 

questions.	I	missed	a	whole	lot	more	questions	than	I	wanted	to	miss,	but	
a	passing	score	is	a	passing	score!	...	[later]	I	received	my	letter	today.	I	
passed!!	You	are	the	best.		

Michael	J.	Garofola,	Esq.,	Acreage	Holdings,	Inc.	Senior	Deputy	General	
Counsel:		I	am	writing	to	share	the	good	news:		I	passed	with	a	
92.5%!		Thank	you	to	the	entire	staff	at	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	
for	creating	such	a	detailed	and	structured	plan	for	succeeding	on	a	
tough	exam.		Thanks	to	the	course,	I	had	the	discipline	to	keep	taking	
exams	and	practice	questions,	rather	than	just	study	the	topics	ad	
nauseam.		Additionally,	the	boot	camp	in	Austin	really	nailed	down	
everything	for	me	and	helped	me	decide	on	a	game	plan	going	into	exam	
day	(classification	last).		Thank	you	again.	.	.	.	[later]	I	received	my	
license!	Thank	you	again	for	your	help!	
	
Mike	Hayzlett,	Samsung	HVAC 	Supply	Chain	Management:	I	am	happy	
to	report	that	I	received	a	passing	grade	through	the	appeal	process.	I	
appealed	3	questions,	15,	18,	20	and	received	approval	on	2,	18,	
20.		Thank	you	for	all	your	help	during	this	process.		Without	your	help	
and	assistance	it	would	not	have	been	possible	for	me	to	pass	this	test.	I	
truly	appreciate	your	help	.	.	.	.	Of	course	you	can	use	my	testimonial.	I	
was	close	to	giving	up,	but	I	really	wanted	to	achieve	the	goal	and	was	
able	to	with	your	assistance.				
	
Renee	Chiuchiarelli,	Raytheon	Export	-Import	Control	Manager:	I	
received	my	appeal	letter	today!!!			I	passed	the	exam!!!		I	received	credit	
for	two	of	three	questions	I	submitted.	I	only	needed	one	question.	
Thank	you	so	much	for	your	class	and	assistance	during	the	appeal	
process.	I	am	so	excited!!!	;)	Thank	you	again!	Yes,	it	is	my	pleasure	to	
allow	you	to	use	my	testimonial.	.	.	.	[	.	.	.	later	.	.	.	]	.	.	.	Thanks.	My	customs	
broker’s	license	surely	helped!!!	
	
Doreen	Carrillo,	GIT	Global	Services:	I	was	just	advised	that	I	passed	my	
appeal!	I'm	so	happy.	Thank	you	for	all	your	help!!		
	



  

 

Jesus	Eduardo	Saldana	Quezada,	Joffroy	Group	U.S.	Customs	Operations	
Manager/License	Holder:	I	needed	to	speed	up	in	record	time	for	CBP	
compliance	and	decided	to	sit	for	the	U.S.	Customs	Broker	License	Exam.	
The	expertise	and	the	training	program	at	The	Best	Customs	Broker	
Course	far	exceeded	my	expectations.	Not	only	did	I	pass	the	Customs	
Broker	Exam,	I	also	learned	about	CBP	compliance	and	regulations.	
Thank	you.	You	are	fabulous!	You	are	an	excellent	and	patient	
teacher/instructor.	I	love	being	taught	by	you.	You	do	not	teach	us	the	
correct	answer,	but	instead	teach	us	how	to	get	to	the	correct	answer.	
And,	you	challenge	us	to	keep	pushing	our	limits	and	to	not	give	up.	You	
really	want	to	see	people	succeed.	Thank	you!	
	
Royal	Wright,	Hill	Brothers	Custom	Brokerage	Supervisor:	Thank	you.	
You	are	always	part	of	my	story	when	I	tell	someone	about	getting	my	
broker's	license.	I	tell	them	you	told	me	to	protest	more	than	the	two	
questions	that	I	needed.		I	was	sure	I	only	need	to	protest	two	because	I	
was	only	two	short.	You	insisted	that	I	protest	more	than	two,	and	I	am	
so	glad	that	you	did	because	CBP	only	gave	me	one	of	the	first	two	that	I	
thought	were	so	perfect.	The	other	point	they	gave	me	is	one	of	the	other	
questions	that	you	helped	with.	Thanks	again.	.	.	.	[later].	.	.	I	still	tell	
people	if	it	was	not	for	you	I	would	likely	not	have	gotten	my	brokers	
license.	Continued	success!	God	Bless.	
	
Linda	Brothers:	Great	news!		I	just	got	my	letter	from	CBP	today	on	my	
protest	and	I	passed	with	76.25	percent.	I	received	credit	for	two	of	the	
four	questions	that	I	protested.		Thanks	again	for	everything!	The	Best	
Customs	Broker	Course	will	be	highly	recommended!			
	
Amanda	Gyle,	Embraer	Defense	and	Security,	Inc.	Import/Export	
Compliance	Administrator:	I	received	my	letter	today.	I	passed	the	
exam!!	Thank	you	for	sticking	with	me	and	reminding	me	that	The	Best	
Customs	Broker	Course	could	help	me	achieve	my	goal!	I	can't	believe	I	
passed	on	the	first	try!!!!	Of	course,	you	can	use	my	testimonial.	I	would	
recommend	the	course	to	anyone	who	wants	to	take	the	exam.	
	



  

 

Julia	M.	Zorzi,	Trade	Compliance	Specialist:	I	passed	with	an	83%.		Thank	
you	for	all	of	your	help!!		Happy	Thanksgiving.		
	
Aldo	A.	Ballesteros,	Logistics	Coordinator	at	Crosspoint	Expedite	
Logistics:	I	received	the	letter	last	night.	I	passed	on	the	first	try!	Thank	
you	for	all	your	help,	support	and	courses.	Please	note	that	I	will	
promote	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	as	the	best	in	the	market.	It	
has	been	an	awesome	journey	so	far.	Thanks!	Yes,	of	course,	please	do	
use	my	testimonial.	If	there	is	anything	I	can	do	to	help	with	the	students	
please	let	me	know	and	I	will	gladly	help.	.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.	Good	news,	my	
license	is	finally	here!!	Well	it's	been	at	the	local	port	since	Feb	24th	but	I	
just	received	it	today,	more	than	one	month	later.	I	guess	they	put	it	
aside	or	something.	 		I	will	go	for	the	full	oath	or	event	Wednesday.	
	
Karl	Jun,	Centrans	Marine	Shipping,	Inc.	Vice	President:	Thanks	for	all	
your	help.	I	passed	with	an	87.5%!	I	appreciate	The	Best	Customs	Broker	
Course	and	definitely	thought	it	was	the	right	decision.		
	
Jordan	Bonanno,	Moog	Inc.	Import	Compliance	Specialist:	I	passed	with	
an	83.75!	Thanks	again	for	all	of	your	help!!		Also,	the	answer	key	that	
you	sent	over	was	very	helpful;	I	ended	up	getting	the	score	that	was	
predicted	from	the	key.		You	can	definitely	use	my	testimonial.		Thank	
you	again	for	your	help!	
	
Joseph	Walsh,	Aries	Global	Logistics:	I	just	found	out	that	I	passed	the	
exam!	Thanks	again	for	all	of	the	help!	Yes,	you	may	use	my	testimonial.	
	
Stevie	McDaniel,	Mueller	Company:	I	am	pleased	to	say	that	I	passed	the	
exam	with	a	90%	score!	Thank	you	for	offering	The	Best	Customs	Broker	
Course		-	it	was	obviously	effective	for	me!	Yes,	you	may	use	my	
testimonial!	
	
Tanya	Laird	Nielsen	Bainbridge	Group	Direct	Import	
Manager/Compliance	Analyst:	I	passed	with	an	83%!	Yes,	of	course,	you	
may	use	your	testimonial!		Thank	you	to	The	Best	Customs	Broker	
Course!	



  

 

	
Natalia	Marquez,	Composites	One	LLC	Import	Export	Manager:	I	received	
my	letter	today	and	CBP	informed	with	pleasure	that	I	passed	the	
Customs	Broker	Examination	with	an	80%!!			Thank	you	so	much	for	all	
your	help	and	your	constant	reminders	throughout	the	program.	I	am	
glad	I	was	referred	to	your	program	by	a	former	student	of	yours,	and	
you	can	definitely	count	on	me	as	a	referral	source.	I	followed	your	
program	to	the	T,	and	I	passed	on	my	first	try	with	an	80%!	The	boot	
camp	definitely	helped	making	sense	to	all	the	referral	materials!		Now,	I	
have	another	great	reason	to	give	Thanks	at	the	dinner	table	this	
Thursday!		.	.	.	[later]	By	the	way,	I	received	my	broker’s	license	and	it	is	
hanging	in	the	wall	in	my	office.	I	see	it	every	morning	when	I	walk	in	
and	it	makes	me	feel	good.	
	
Shannon	Bryant,	Saco	Polymers,	Inc. International	Logistics	Manager:	I	
just	received	my	letter	and	I	passed	the	exam!	Super	stoked!!		It	was	my	
first	time	taking	this	exam	and	I	passed	with	77.5%.	Thank	you	for	all	of	
the	help	provided	by	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course.	I	couldn't	have	
done	it	without	you!	Thank	you	for	your	awesome	prep	class!		Yes,	you	
may	use	my	testimonial.		.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.	I	just	received	my	customs	
broker’s	license,	thanks	to	you	and	your	course.	Thanks	again!	
	
Nathan	Nevens,	Omni	Logistics	Solutions	and	Implementation	Director:	I	
received	my	letter	from	CBP	today	and	I'm	thrilled	to	say	that	I	passed	
with	a	score	of	87.5%!	Many	thanks	to	you	and	The	Best	Customs	Broker	
Course	for	preparing	me	so	thoroughly.	.	.	.	Yes,	you	absolutely	may	use	
my	testimonial.		.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.	I	wanted	to	let	you	know	that	I	received	my	
Customs	Broker's	License	today	at	the	port	of	Boston.		I	was	pleasantly	
surprised	by	just	how	quickly	my	application	was	processed.			Once	
again,	I	would	like	to	extend	to	you	my	gratitude	for	your	help	in	
preparing	me	for	the	exam.	Your	course	was	extremely	challenging	but	I	
can	now	say	it	absolutely	drove	home	the	most	important	exam	
subjects.		I	will	continue	to	recommend	your	course	to	anyone	I	know	
that	is	thinking	of	taking	the	exam!	
	



  

 

Pam	Price,	CES,	North	Sails	Logistics:	After	receiving	your	email	this	
morning,	I	was	anxious	and	nervous	to	rush	home	to	check	my	mail	box.	I	
PASSED!			I	want	to	thank	you	so	much	for	all	your	help,	suggestions,	and	
encouragement.	I	couldn't	have	done	it	without	The	Best	Customs	Broker	
Course	and	the	boot	camp!	.	.	.	Thank	you.	Yes,	you	can	use	my	
testimonial.	
	
J.	Eric	James,	Half	Price	Books	Vice	President:	I	got	my	letter	from	CBP	
today,	and	I	did	indeed	pass	the	exam!!	Thanks	again	so	much!	.	.	.	
Absolutely,	you	may	use	my	testimonial.	Thanks	so	much	again	for	all	
your	help.	I	can't	recommend	the	class	highly	enough.	
	
Edith	Robinson,	Cubic	Defense	Systems	Inc.	Traffic	Coordinator:	I	won	
my	appeal!!!!	I	will	soon	be	a	licensed	customs	broker!		Thank	you.	The	
most	important	part	of	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course		is	that	you	
made	me	believe	that	I	was	able	to	accomplish	this.	Yes,	you	can	add	my	
testimonial.	
	
Irene	Mac,	Continental	Agency	Inc.	Divisional	Manager:	I	received	a	letter	
from	Customs	this	week.	They	approved	two	of	my	appeal	questions	and	
that's	all	I	needed	to	pass	.....	I	PASSED	THE	EXAM!	Hurray!	Thank	you	for	
all	your	help!	You’re	the	best	:)	.	.	.	[later]	I	just	wanted	reach	out	to	say	
“thank	you”	for	the	amazing	class	and	experience.	After	passing	the	
brokers	exam	and	getting	my	license	in	2016.	I	finally	decided	to	take	a	
new	challenge	in	my	life	and	started	my	own	brokerage	“Mac	Customs	
Brokerage,	Inc.”	If	there’s	an	importer/company	that	you	know	of	that	
needs	import	Customs	clearance/Trucking/Warehousing/Logistic	
services,	feel	free	to	refer	to	us.	I	would	really	appreciate	any	referral	
that	comes	our	way!	Thank	you	and	stay	in	touch.			
	
Rosalie	Kauffman,	Zimmer	Biomet:	I	wanted	to	let	you	know	that	I	
received	my	response	from	Customs	yesterday.		I	received	credit	for	
question	80,	giving	me	a	passing	score.	Thank	you	to	The	Best	Customs	
Broker	Course		for	all	the	instructions	provided.		I	very	much	appreciate	
it.	…	Absolutely,	you	can	use	my	testimonial!		You	have	a	great	broker	
exam	course.	



  

 

	
Alejandro	Suarez,	Suarez	Brokerage	Company,	Inc.:		I	just	wanted	to	let	
you	know	I	got	credit	for	the	questions	that	I	appealed.	Thank	you	for	
everything.	.	.	.	[later]	I	received	my	license	so	I	am	pretty	excited	about	
that.	Thank	you	again.		
	
		
Jorge	Garza:	I	passed	the	exam.	This	was	my	second	try.		I	cannot	believe	
I	passed	with	only	two	weeks	of	study,	one	on	the	boot	camp	and	one	on	
my	own.	Thank	you	for	everything.		
	
Dane	Chambless,	Polycom Import/Export	Analyst:	I	received	my	letter	
tonight.	I	passed	the	exam.	Thank	you	so	much!	…[later].	You	were	a	
great	mentor	to	me	at	the	Dallas	boot	camp	and	throughout	my	
participation	in	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course.	Thank	you	for	all	your	
help	and	instruction	that	continues	to	be	invaluable	on	a	daily	basis!	
	
Kelli	Thompson:	I	just	want	to	say	thank	you!!	I	Passed	with	an	85%!	The	
Best	Customs	Broker	Course	truly	did	provide	me	with	the	BEST	way	to	
prepare	and	study	for	the	exam!!			
	
Ines	Way:	I	just	called	to	tell	you	that	I	passed	the	exam!	Thank	you	for	
your	help.	I	passed	with	a	81.25%.	I	passed	even	though	the	two	weeks	
before	the	exam,	I	took	a	two-week	trip	to	China.	I	was	dedicated	enough,	
however,	to	take	my	books	and	study	on	my	trip.	I	also	was	dedicated	
enough	to	study	every	day,	even	if	some	days,	I	could	only	do	a	little	a	
day.	Practicing	everyday	is	a	key	for	passing	this	exam.	.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.	I	
picked	up	my	customs	broker’s	license	today!	Thank	you	again	for	all	
your	help.		
	
Jessica	Todd,	Greenlee	Compliance	Analyst:	I	passed!	Thank	you	for	all	
your	help!	This	study	program	is	a	miracle	program	and	really	helped	me	
pass	the	exam.		I	will	keep	sending	students	to	The	Best	Customs	Broker	
Course	if	I	hear	of	anyone	looking	for	a	broker	course!	(later).	.	.	Just	
wanted	to	let	you	know	that	I	have	received	my	license	Monday!		
	



  

 

Jeff	Schroeder,	Sigma-Aldrich	Corporation	Project	Manager:	I	passed	the	
April	2015	exam.	You	can	add	me	to	your	list	of	students	who	have	
already	passed	the	exam.	.	.	.	Thank	you.		I	have	been	so	excited	since	I	
got	my	letter.	I	passed	the	exam	with	a	score	of	81.25%.		I	can	honestly	
say	that	I	could	have	never	done	it	without	taking	The	Best	Customs	
Broker	Course	and	using	the	methods	you	taught.		I	also	think	that	the	
focus	and	time	I	spent	at	the	boot	camp	in	Cleveland	really	pushed	me	to	
the	level	I	needed	to	pass.		I	have	already	suggested	this	course	to	several	
colleagues	and	contacts.		Thank	you	for	helping	me	pass.		
	
Grayson	Kelley,	Premier	Customhouse	Brokers	Inc.	Compliance	Officer:	
CBP	officer	John	Lugo	personally	emailed	me	my	letter,	and	I	am	very	
pleased	to	tell	you	that	I	passed	my	exam	with	an	82.5%!!	I	cannot	begin	
to	express	my	gratitude	to	you	and	your	program.	I	started	this	course	
with	absolutely	no	knowledge	or	experience	so	passing	this	exam	on	my	
first	attempt	would	have	been	a	much	more	daunting	task	without	the	
resources,	support,	and	instruction	I	received	from	The	Best	Customs	
Broker	Course.	Your	course	certainly	lives	up	to	its	name!!	I’d	also	like	to	
personally	thank	you	for	taking	my	calls	and	supporting	me	directly	
through	all	of	this.	I	know	you	are	extremely	busy	with	your	law	firm	on	
top	of	teaching	this	course	year	round	and	I	appreciate	it	very	much.	.	.	.	
Thank	you!!	Yes,	of	course	you	may	my	testimonial.	I	don’t	know	if	there	
are	any	sites,	or	resources	that	provide	reviews	or	ratings	for	CBP	broker	
exams,	but	if	there	are,	please	let	me	know	and	I’d	be	happy	to	
recommend	your	course.	My	company	is	looking	to	expand	their	
brokerage	practices,	which	I	will	be	directing	once	I	get	my	license.	With	
that	expansion	we	will	be	encouraging	more	of	our	employees	to	obtain	
their	licenses	as	well.	Needless	to	say,	your	course	will	be	a	mandatory	
part	of	that	process!	.	.	.		If	you	are	considering	on	taking	the	CBP	broker	
exam	and	want	the	best	chance	of	passing,	I	cannot	recommend	The	Best	
Customs	Broker	Course	enough.	Eight	months	ago	I	had	no	import	
experience	whatsoever	and	was	only	nominally	familiar	with	the	HTSUS.	
The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	gave	me	the	tools	and	instruction	I	
needed	to	prepare	and	pass	on	my	first	attempt.	Make	no	mistake,	this	is	
a	huge	undertaking.	I	personally	put	in	over	100	hours	of	studying	in	6	
months,	but	it	was	well	worth	it.	.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.	I	just	wanted	to	let	you	



  

 

know	that	I	am	officially	a	United	States	Licensed	Customs	Broker!!!	The	
process	went	MUCH	faster	than	I	expected.	I	submitted	my	application	5	
weeks	ago.	I	had	my	interview	on	Oct	8th	and	just	received	a	phone	call	
from	my	interviewing	CBP	officer	who	told	me	that	he	had	my	license	on	
his	desk,	and	I	was	welcome	to	come	pick	it	up.	He	also	told	me	that	this	
was	the	fastest	application	approval	that	he	has	seen	in	the	25	years	he	
has	worked	for	the	CBP!!	Anyway,	I	just	wanted	to	thank	you	again	for	all	
that	your	program	helped	me	with.	I	believe	a	large	part	of	my	success	is	
thanks	to	the	clarity	and	structure	your	program	provided…	the	600+	
hours	of	studying	definitely	helped	to!	
	
Amberleigh	Smith,	R.G.	Barry	Brands	Logistics	Analyst:	Just	wanted	to	let	
you	know	that	I	received	my	letter	in	the	mail	yesterday	6/8/15.		I	
passed	with	an	84%!!!!!		THANK	YOU	so	much	for	the	guidance	and	
support	provided	by	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course.		The	method	
works.		Thanks	again	and	have	a	great	day!	.	.	.	And,	yes,	of	course	you	
may	use	my	testimonial.		Thanks	again	for	all	of	your	support.	.	.	.	[later]	.	
.	.	I	wanted	to	let	you	know	that	I	received	my	Customs	Brokers	License	
in	the	mail	on	Thursday!!!!	Thank	you	so	much	for	all	of	your	help:)	
	
Sara	Harding,	PGL	Account	Manager:	I	received	my	letter	today.	I	passed	
the	exam.	:).	Thank	you	very	much	for	the	guidance	and	encouragement.			
	
Arturo	Pimienta:	Please	add	my	son,	Juan-Pablo	Pimienta,	to	your	list	of	
the	April	2015	students	who	passed	the	exam.	He	just	got	his	letter	
yesterday	and	JP	passed	the	exam	on	his	first	try	with	a	score	of	82.5.	We	
are	very	grateful	for	your	time	and	dedication	to	make	this	possible.	.	.	.	
Absolutely.		Please	use	our	testimonials	as	you	wish.	[Later	from	Juan-
Pablo	.	.	.	I	received	my	Customs	Broker	license	this	week	and	wanted	to	
thank	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	for	all	the	help!	.	.	.	[later	from	
Juan-Pablo:		Thank	you	for	forwarding	my	e-mail	to	graduates	of	your	
course	for	some	advice	about	starting	a	brokerage.	I	was	contacted	by	
two	and	actually	met	with	Mr.	David	Johns	on	Monday.	He	was	very	
helpful	and	is	already	helping	me	connect	with	other	people	in	the	
industry.]	
	



  

 

Veronica	Palacios,	Celestica	LLC	Senior	Manager,	Global	Trade	
Compliance:	I	just	received	the	letter	from	US	CBP	yesterday	and	it	is	
with	great	pleasure	to	share	with	you	that	I	passed!	Given	that	this	was	
the	first	time	for	me	preparing	and	taking	the	exam,	the	process	was	
certainly	intensive,	but	I	enjoyed	the	whole	experience.	I	was	hesitant	to	
take	the	April	exam,	since	I	just	started	studying	in	February,	but	I	have	
to	say...amazing	things	can	happen	with	encouragement,	determination	
and	family	support.	I	lived	and	breathed	the	US	Customs	regulations	and	
HTS	in	the	two	months	prior	to	the	exam	and	the	results	paid	off.	The	
Best	Customs	Broker	Course	was	key	in	my	preparation	and	learning	
how	to	take	the	exam	and		I'm	very	grateful	for	your	support!	.	.	.	Thank	
you	so	much	for	everything!	Yes,	you	can	use	my	testimonial.	
	
Mike	Mason,	Texas	Instruments	Global	Trade	Compliance	Department:	I	
wanted	to	let	you	know	that	I	just	got	my	letter,	and	I	passed.		Not	by	as	
much	as	I	thought,	with	the	various	answer	keys	going	around,	but	I	
passed.		Thanks	to	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	for	the	materials	and	
for	getting	me	through.	.	.	.	Thanks!	You	bet	you	can	use	my	testimonial.	
	
Erin	Hopkins,	KEE	Action	Sports	Director	of	Distribution	and	Logistics:	I	
passed!!	Woop!	I	do	still	want	to	be	included	in	emails	.	.	.	,	etc.	
please.		Thank	you!!	
	
Juan	Suarez,	Jr.,	Suarez	Brokerage	Company,	Inc.:	I	just	want	to	let	you	
know	that	I	passed	the	Exam!	Thank	you	very	much	for	all	your	help.	I	
really	appreciate	it!	
	
Mike	Elder,	Pet	Supplies	Plus:	I	received	my	letter	today	and	I	
successfully	passed	the	April	2015	exam	with	a	score	of	85%.	Thank	you	
for	all	of	the	help	during	the	class	and	boot	camp.	.	.	.	Yes,	you	can	use	my	
testimonial,	no	problem	at	all.	Thanks	.	.	.	.	(later	in	September	2015)	I	
received	my	Customs	Broker	License	on	Tuesday.	I	was	actually	amazed	
how	quickly	it	went.	I	had	my	in	person	interview	with	CBP	on	8/7/15	
and	the	official	license	came	in	the	mail	on	9/8/15.	They	had	told	me	it	
would	take	6-9	months	when	I	was	at	the	interview	and	it	only	took	32	



  

 

days.	Also	they	didn’t	call	a	single	one	of	my	references	and	that	
surprised	me	a	little.		Just	want	to	let	you	know.	Thanks.		
	
John	Wood,	Moog	Components	Group	Trade	Compliance	Manager:	I	just	
got	my	letter	and	passed	with	a	91%.		Thanks	again	for	all	your	help!	
	
Joseph	Gallagher,	Subaru	of	America,	Inc.	Customs	Operations	Analyst:	I	
received	my	letter	as	well	on	Saturday.		I	passed!	Thank	you	for	
everything.	
		
Terry	Blake,	Chromalloy	Gas	Turbine	LLC:	I	am	happy	to	report	that	I	
passed	the	exam!	Thanks	to	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course!	I	just	
wanted	to	let	you	know	that	I	passed	the	exam!		Without	your	course,	I	
would	have	had	no	idea	what	to	expect	much	less	how	and	what	to	study	
for	the	exam.		The	information	disseminated	in	your	course	puts	your	
students	way	ahead	of	others	in	terms	of	organization	of	the	HTSUS	and	
the	CFR,	preparation	for	the	exam,	and	the	actual	taking	of	the	exam.	
Your	course	allows	individuals	who	are	working	full	time	to	study	on	
their	own	schedule	but	still	keep	current	with	the	course.	I	worked	hard	
to	prepare	for	the	exam,	but	I	have	no	doubt	that	had	I	not	taken	
your	course	and	attended	boot	camp,	I	would	not	have	passed	the	
exam.		Thank	you	so	much	for	offering	this	course.		It	was	worth	every	
cent!		
	
Lori	Shaw,	Emerson	Climate	Technologies	Trade	Compliance	Analyst:	I	
passed	the	exam!	Taking	over	a	dozen	practice	tests	is	definitely	what	
helped	the	most.	Thank	you	for	your	help.	
	
Nina	Kirchhof:	I	received	my	letter	saying	I	PASSED!!!!!!	Whoo-hoo!!	
Thank	you	for	your	support	and	faith	in	me.	As	you	have	heard	from	
many	of	your	students,	I	could	not	have	done	it	without	you!	I	hope	you	
will	not	be	a	stranger	and	will	keep	in	touch.	I	am	grateful	for	your	
support	and	friendship.	Again,	my	sincere	appreciation	.	.	.	.	[later]	I	
received	my	license!	Thank	you	for	your	help!"	
	
Ivory	Wong:	I	received	my	letter	yesterday.	Its	official…I	passed	the	



  

 

exam.		Thank	you	for	everything.	…	[later]	…	I	wanted	to	give	you	the	
good	news.	I	received	my	license	this	morning.		The	process	from	
applying	to	getting	my	license	took	less	than	6	months.	I	got	my	license	
through	Service	Port-John	F.	Kennedy	International	Airport.		
	
Michael	A	Nichols,	Hewlett-Packard	Company	Materials	Supervisor:	I	
wanted	to	inform	you	that	I	passed	the	exam.	Thanks	for	the	support	and	
The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	was	wonderful.	
	
Michael	Torres,	Tokyo	Electron	America,	Inc.	Import/Export	Compliance	
Analyst:	I	just	want	to	say	thanks	for	all	you	help.	Today	I	received	my	
letter	notifying	me	that	I	passed	the	Oct	2014	exam.	I	know	I	couldn’t	
have	done	this	without	your	class.	Thanks	again!	
	
Student:	Yes,	I	passed	the	exam.	Thank	you	for	your	inquiry.		No	appeal	
was	necessary.	You	may	take	me	off	of	the	distribution	list	but	I	would	
still	like	to	be	kept	on	the	one	for	your	seminars/webinars.	
	
Raul	Galvan,	Ceva	Logistics	Import	Specialist:	I	passed	the	exam,	and	I	
already	have	my	license.		I	want	to	thank	you	for	everything	you	did	to	
help	me.	Without	you,	I	could	not	have	passed	the	exam.	THANK	YOU	
VERY	MUCH.	Mil	Gracias	.	.	.	
	
Elizabeth	Fakler,	US	Express	Freight	Systems:	I	passed	the	exam	several	
years	ago	but	I	want	to	stay	in	touch	with	you	and	other	students	who	
have	passed	the	exam	so	I	can	stay	up	to	date.	Thank	you.	
		
Laura	Venchuk,	Kuriyama	of	America,	Inc.	Corporate	Logistics	Manager:	
......	I	PASSED!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!	I	just	received	
the	email.	Thank	you!!!	.	.	.	This	journey	has	not	only	educated	me	but	
also	allowed	me	to	meet	some	wonderful	people	such	as	yourself.		I	am	
very	excited	to	move	on	to	the	next	step	of	the	process.		No	problem	
using	my	testimonial.	
	
Susan	Spray,	ICM/CSM,	Exel	Consumer/Operations:	I	won	my	appeal	and	
passed	the	exam.	Thank	you	so	much	for	helping	me.		I	honestly	believe	



  

 

The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	helped	me	do	this.		Your	classes	and	
online	course	were	awesome.		.	.	.	Yes,	you	may	use	my	
testimonial.		Thanks	again.	
		
Arturo	Suarez,	Suarez	Brokers:	I	passed	too!!!!!!!		I	needed	2	points	and	I	
got	an	email	today	that	I	had	passed.	.	.	.	Of	course	you	can	use	my	
testimonial.	I	couldn’t	have	done	it	without	you.	Once	again,	thanks	for	
all	the	help.	
	
Patrick	Shabi,	JF	Moran	Export	Coordinator:	I	finally	heard	back	from	
Customs	and	I	am	very	happy	to	say	that	they	told	my	I	passed!!!	Thank	
you	very	much	for	all	of	your	help	and	for	putting	up	with	my	many	
emails.	I	know	I	could	not	have	done	the	exam	or	the	appeal	process	and	
I	appreciate	all	your	help	very	much!	In	case	anyone	wants	to	email	to	
see	if	they	passed,	I	emailed	brokermanagement@cbp.dhs.gov.	They	got	
back	to	me	within	a	few	hours.	I	was	told	letters	will	be	received	in	the	
next	few	days	so	they	can	wait	instead.	Thanks	again!!	
	
Michael	Mckee,	Graebel	International	Operations	Supervisor:	I	heard	
from	CBP	yesterday	saying	my	appeal	was	accepted.	They	wanted	to	let	
everyone	know	if	they	passed		before	the	cut	off	to	register	for	the	next	
exam.	He	mentioned	every	one	that	passed	would	hear	by	Friday.	
	
Traci	Davis,	TaxFree	Shopping,	Ltd.	Director	of	Business	Management:	I	
PASSED	THE	OCTOBER	EXAM!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!	Someone	from	Customs	
in	Washington,	D.C.	called	me	and	said	that	I	passed	the	appeal.	He	
wanted	to	let	me	know	over	the	phone	since	it	could	take	a	few	weeks	to	
receive	the	letter	in	the	mail	so	I	didn’t	sign	up	for	the	April	test	and	pay	
the	exam	fee	again.	He	said	to	be	patient	in	receiving	the	letter,	and	the	
investigation	process	into	my	background	would	begin	almost	
immediately.	Thank	you	so	much	for	all	your	help	during	the	boot	camps	
and	appeal	process!	Thank	you	again	so	much!!	I	can’t	believe	that	I	was	
able	to	pass	that	test	with	only	two	months’	worth	of	studying	and	no	
prior	import	experience	(export	only).	The	biggest	things	that	helped	me	
was	attending	the	boot	camp	before	and	after	for	the	appeal	process.	You	
helped	me	get	organized.	I	used	special	tabs	I	ordered	off	EBay	for	the	



  

 

HTSUS	and	CFR,	the	CFR	quick	reference	guide	that	I	typed	up,	and	color-
coded	chapter	and	section	notes	in	the	HTSUS.		For	example,	underlined	
terms	would	be	highlighted	in	green,	Heading	and	Subheading	numbers	
would	be	highlighted	in	pink,	and	things	not	included	in	a	
chapter/section	would	be	highlighted	in	yellow.	I	also	marked	certain	
pages	in	the	CFR	where	material	had	been	tested	over	a	lot.	The	cheat	
sheets	helped	a	ton	too,	especially	for	calculating	transaction	value.	I	still	
felt	weak	on	the	classification	section	going	into	the	test,	but	I	knew	that	
if	I	was	able	to	find	most	of	the	answers	for	the	other	sections	then	I	
could	get	close	enough	to	pass	or	appeal,	so	that	was	my	focus.	.	.	.		[later]	
.	.	.	I	received	a	call	late	last	week	from	Sean	McClaskey	at	Customs	in	D.C.	
letting	me	know	that	my	Customs	letter	had	been	approved/signed	and	
would	be	mailed	out	immediately.	I	received	this	letter	on	Wednesday	
letting	me	know	the	results	of	my	appeal.	According	to	the	letter,	it	states	
that	I	received	credit	for	all	4	questions	that	I	appealed	and	my	final	
passing	score	was	78.75%!!!!	Woohoo!	Thank	you	again	for	everything!!	.	
.	.		[later]	.	.	.	Just	received	an	e-mail	from	CBP	telling	me	that	they	have	
my	customs	broker’s	license	ready	to	be	picked	up!!	Thank	you	again	for	
all	your	help,	I	appreciate	it	so	much!	
	
	
Rob	Fiumiara,	UPS	Supply	Chain	Solutions	Trade	Management	Analyst	
III:	I	received	a	call	from	CBP	telling	me	that	I	passed	the	October	exam	
by	appeal.	They	wanted	to	let	me	know	over	the	phone	since	it	could	take	
a	few	weeks	to	receive	the	letter	in	the	mail	so	I	didn’t	sign	up	for	the	
April	test	and	pay	the	exam	fee	again.	Congratulations	to	all!	And,	thank	
you.		
	
	
Erola	Sabatino,	Boeing:	I	passed	the	exam!	Hooray!	Thank	you	so	much	
for	helping	me	pass	this	exam.		The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	online	
course	was	really	helpful	as	well	all	the	tips	that	you	provide	during	the	
weekly	conference	calls.	The	biggest	help	for	me	was	the	boot	camp.	This	
in-depth	training	really	provides	a	lot	of	information	and	assistance	on	
how	to	get	ready	for	this	exam.	I	really	appreciate	that	you	always	do	
everything	that	you	can	to	help	your	students	to	improve	and	get	ready.		.	



  

 

.	.	[later]	.	.	.	I	received	my	customs	broker’s	license!	I	just	want	to	thank	
you	for	all	the	help.	If	I	have	not	done	the	deep	dive	that	you	give	us	at	
the	boot	camp	I	would	not	get	my	broker	license.	It	is	a	tremendously	
worth	it.	
	
Thanh	Le,	Trans-Union	Customs	Service,	Inc.:	I	just	received	my	letter	
and	I	passed.	Thank	you	to	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	for	all	the	
course	material	and	help!	…	Sure,	you	can	use	my	testimonial.		Thank	you	
very	much!	Your	material	is	very	helpful.	
		
Betsy	Vergara,	CEVA	Logistics	Import	Specialist	III:	Soooo	Happy!!!!	I	did	
pass	the	test	with	a	score	of	76.25%.	Thank	you	so	much	for	your	
guidance	through	this	journey.		Your	Boot	Camp	and	your	cheat	sheets	
helped	me	tremendously.	Again,	thank	you	so	much	could	not	have	done	
it	without	you	and	“THE	BEST	CUSTOMS	BROKER	COURSE”!	…	Sure	you	
can	use	my	testimonial,		Again	I	am	so	grateful	for	all	your	help.		Please	
let	me	know	if	you	need	anything	else.		
	
Lisa	Wilderspin,	Apex	Logistics,	Inc.:	Yes,	I	passed	the	exam.	Thanks	for	
everything!	…	Of	course,	you	can	use	my	testimonial!	
	
Dennis	Wendling,	Meijer	Reverse	Logistics	Manager:	I	passed	with	a	
score	of	75%.		Thank	you	for	your	help.		I	had	no	import	knowledge	and	
in	the	span	of	2	months	was	able	to	prepare	myself	for	the	test	and	pass.	
…	Yes	you	may	use	my	testimonial.	Thank	you.	
	
Mary	Soo,	Citrus	Products	Inc.:	I	received	my	letter	Friday	and	I	PASSED!	
I	am	as	happy	as	I	can	be.	Without	your	boot	camp,	I	probably	would	not	
have	passed.	I	am	very	happy	with	this	accomplishment.	You	are	very	
patient	in	your	teaching	and	a	very	nice	person.	Thank	you	for	
everything	and	we	will	celebrate	next	time	you	come	to	New	York	City.	.	.	
.	[Later]	.	.	.	Thank	you	for	teaching	me.	I	would	have	not	passed	without	
you.	I	passed	with	80	and	I	am	proud	to	be	one	of	your	graduates.	I	hope	
when	you	come	to	Orlando,	I	can	take	you	for	lunch	or	dinner.	All	the	
best	to	you	and	thank	you	again	and	again.		
	



  

 

	
Brandy	Green,	Newell	Rubbermaid	Customs	Compliance	Associate:	I	
passed	the	exam!	I	did!!!!!	WOOOOHOOOOOO!!!!	.	.	.	[later].	.	.	Here	is	a	
picture	of	my	broker’s	license.	Well,	that	was	quick!!!	I	submitted	
everything	in	December	and	here	it	is	issued	March	1st!	Thank	you	for	
everything!	I	couldn’t	have	done	it	without	The	Best	Customs	Broker	
Course	and	kindness!	
	
Mauricio	Ballesteros,	Ballestros	Customs	Brokers:	I	just	wanted	to	thank	
you	a	lot	for	helping	me	pass	the	exam!	
	
Jose	Pedro	Pacheco:	I	just	want	to	inform	you	and	to	thank	you	for	
helping	me	pass	the	exam.	I	know	without	a	doubt	that	without	The	Best	
Customs	Broker	Course	and	the	boot	camp	-	I	did	not	have	a	chance.	…	
OF	COURSE,	you	can	use	my	testimonial!!!!		If	there	is	anything	you	ever	
need	just	let	me	know	---	I	am	forever	grateful	to	you.	God	Bless	You!!!	…	
[Later	…]	Thanks	to	your	course	and	direction	I	have	attained	the	
Customs	Broker	License!	
	
Gavin	Gayden,	Apple	Computers	Senior	Apple	Developer	Support-
Portuguese:	I	passed	with	76.25%	on	my	first	try!	Thank	you	so	much	for	
everything!	I	can't	thank	you	enough.	Four	months	ago	I	had	no	previous	
knowledge	of	the	subject	matter	and	with	your	program,	and	some	hard	
work	I	was	able	to	pass	the	exam	on	my	first	try.	Thank	you!	…	You	can	
absolutely	use	my	testimony.	
		
Patricia	Johnson,	Expeditors	International	Inc.:	I	passed	the	exam.	I	really	
enjoyed	your	boot	camps,	your	conference	calls	and	your	online	
assistance,	as	well	as	your	great	Customs	knowledge.		You	have	been	
fantastic.		Thank	you	so	much	...	You	may	certainly	use	my	
testimonial.		Thank	you	again	so	much!		
	
Marcela	Morales,	Bill	Polkinhorn	Inc.:	Passed	with	86%	thank	you!!!!!	
	



  

 

Michael	Woodburn:	I	passed	the	exam	with	an	87.5%!	Thank	you	for	
your	help	in	preparing	for	the	exam!	The	boot	camp	really	came	through.	
…	Yes,	you	can	absolutely	use	my	testimonial!	
	
Sam	Smolczyk,	NS	Container	–	NS	World	Logistics	Compliance	Manager:		
I	received	my	letter	this	weekend.		I	passed	the	test.	83.75%.		Thank	you	
for	all	the	help!	I	couldn’t	have	done	it	without	your	course!!!!!!		My	most	
valuable	tool	was	Source	List	(the	answer	pages	showing	which	question	
on	which	test	and	how	many	times	it	was	asked).		I	went	through	just	
about	every	single	one	on	there	and	made	sure	I	could	find	the	
answer.		The	cheat	sheets	also	helped.	Thank	you!	…	Yes,	please	use	my	
testimonial	or	whatever	you	need.	.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.	THANK	YOU	FOR	ALL	
THE	HELP!	I	am	officially	a	licensed	customs	broker	now!	
	
Vikki	Griggs-Jackson,	Lockheed	Martin:	I	just	got	home	from	visiting	San	
Francisco.	The	first	thing	I	did	was	checked	my	mailbox	for	my	letter	
from	CBP	and	it	stated	that	I	passed	the	exam!!!!	Thanks	again	for	your	
constant	words	of	encouragement!!!!	….	Yes,	you	can	use	my	testimonial.		
[Later]	.	.	.	Customs	just	called	and	said	my	license	is	here.	Thanks	again	
for	all	your	help!!!	
		
Stacey	Poor:	I	passed!!!	Thank	you	so	much	to	The	Best	Customs	Broker	
Course	and	all	of	the	help!	I	couldn't	have	done	it	without	the	boot	camp	
and	your	online	course!		…	Yes,	you	may	use	my	testimonial.	Thank	you	
so	much	again!!	.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.	I	wanted	to	let	you	know	I	received	my	
customs	broker	license.	Thank	you	so	much	for	all	your	help	and	
guidance	along	the	way!	Once	again,	I	really	appreciate	everything	I	
couldn't	have	done	it	without	you!	
	
Sue	Soh:	I	passed!	…	Yes,	of	course,	you	can	use	my	testimonial!	:-)	
	
Marnie	Kohler,	North	Bay	Produce	Inc.:	I	passed	with	a	90%,	couldn't	
have	done	it	without	your	help	...	Sure,	you	can	use	my	testimonial!	.	.	.	
[later]	.	.	.	I	passed	the	customs	broker	exam	in	2015	using	The	Best	
Customs	Broker	Course.	Please	me	know	what	the	current	price	of	the	
course.		Thanks!		I	told	one	of	mentors	that	your	course	was	the	best!	



  

 

	
	
Nikki	Mawyer,	Estes	Forwarding	Worldwide	Global	Trade	Projects	
Supervisor:	I	received	my	letter	and	I	passed!		Thank	you	for	all	your	
help	…	Of	course	you	can	use	my	testimony!		I	wouldn’t	have	passed	the	
exam	without	all	your	help!	

Lisa	Strickland:	The	appeal	process	is	worth	the	effort	but	it	did	take	me	
a	week	for	each	question	of	research	&	rewriting	my	case	until	it	was	
perfect.	Thank	you	for	the	teaching	technique	you	have	created.	…	
[LATER]	I	received	my	appeal	letter.	I	received	credit	for	1	out	of	2	
questions	that	I	appealed,	so	I	passed!	I	know	you	have	many	students	....	
But	when	I	came	to	you,	the	only	experience	I	had	was	as	a	consumer	
who	imported	something	one	time!	You	told	me	I	would	do	well	and	you	
were	right!	I'm	so	happy.	...	Thank	you	...	I	am	looking	forward	to	my	new	
career	in	the	import	export	world.	.	.	.	[LATER]	.	.	.	Finally	got	my	license!	
Thank	you	so	much.	
	
Arturo	Pimienta:	I	got	in	the	mail	today	my	letter	from	Customs,	
indicating	I	passed	the	April	2014	exam	with	a	score	of	78.75%!	Thanks	
to	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	for	all	of	the	hard	work	and	
dedication	to	preparing	students	to	get	this	goal	accomplished.	As	my	
son	prepares	to	join	our	business,	I	will	certainly	have	him	contacting	
you	in	the	near	future,	for	him	to	join	the	course	and	to	prepare	for	the	
exam.	Thank	you	again	and	best	regards!	
	
Lauren	Maxwell,	Derby	Supply	Chain	Solutions	International	Trade	
Compliance	Program	Leader:	I	passed	with	an	86.25!	I	took	The	Best	
Customs	Broker	Course	and	the	boot	camp.	I	drove	to	Cleveland	from	
New	York	and	with	your	help,	passed	the	exam	with	flying	colors	the	first	
time.	Thank	you	so	much.	Yes,	you	may	use	my	testimonial!	.	.	.	[later]	Got	
my	official	license	in	the	mail	last	week,	very	excited!		
	
Thao	C.	Huynh,	Bell	Helicopter	Textron	Inc.	Global	Trade	Compliance	
Specialist:	I	passed	the	exam.	Thank	you	for	all	your	guidance.		If	it	



  

 

wasn’t	for	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course,	I	would	not	have	passed	the	
exam.	
	
John	L.	Miller:	Just	got	my	letter	yesterday.		I	PASSED!		Your	method	of	
approaching	the	classification	questions	is	the	only	way	to	give	yourself	a	
legitimate	chance	to		consistently	answer	them	correctly.		Thank	you.		
	
Afton	Mortensen:	I	received	my	letter	yesterday	and	am	happy	to	say	I	
passed	the	exam!	Thank	you!	It	must	have	looked	like	I	knew	what	I	was	
doing	and	like	I	was	very	prepared,	because	I	had	another	test-taker	
come	up	to	me	after	the	exam	and	ask	how	many	times	I	had	taken	the	
exam.		He	was	pretty	shocked	when	I	said	this	was	my	first	time,	and	
then	proceeded	to	ask	me	what	I	did	to	prepare,	when	I	told	him	about	
your	Boot	Camp.	All	of	the	training	with	the	practice	exams	made	it	easy	
for	me	to	organize	my	time	when	the	actual	test	came	around,	so	once	I	
had	completed	the	exam	I	actually	had	a	lot	of	time	to	go	back	through	
the	tough	questions.	Thanks	again.	…	[Later]	I	finally	received	my	license	
-	thanks	again	for	all	of	your	help!	…	[Later	.	.	.	]	I	successfully	passed	the	
US	Customs	and	Border	Protections	Customs	Brokerage	Exam	in	2013	
with	a	score	of	81.25%,	more	than	6%	above	the	passing	rate.	With	the	
help	of	The	Best	Custom	Broker	Course,	I	was	able	to	pass	the	exam	on	
my	first	attempt	with	no	background	in	the	industry.	After	an	extensive	
background	investigation,	I	received	my	license	in	March	of	2015.	
	
Rose	Paige:	I	passed	the	April	2014	exam!!!	I	believe	this	happened	as	a	
result	of	attending	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Boot	Camp.	The	boot	camp	
really	helped	me	with	preparing	by	replicating	the	exam	room	scenario	
and	forcing	me	to	focus	for	4	hours	at	a	time	on	taking	the	exam.	That	
was	so	valuable	and	critical	to	passing	the	exam.			
	
James	Masek,	International	Traffic,	Uniden	Financial,	Inc.:	I	failed	the	
October	exam	by	one	question.	On	Friday	4/4,	I	received	a	call	from	CBP	
in	DC	saying	that	they	would	grant	me	credit	for	question	#5	which	
would	bring	my	failing	73.75%	to	a	passing	75%.	He	said	that	I	should	
receive	a	letter	in	a	week	confirming	my	passing	grade.	…	I	got	the	letter	



  

 

confirming	my	passing	grade	today.	The	instruction	and	resources	you	
provided	were	invaluable	and	proved	key	to	my	passing.		
	
Milos	Korda,	North	Carolina	State	University	Business	Administration	
International	Studies	--	International	Economics	and	Environment:	I	just	
received	confirmation	that	2/3	questions	I	appealed	granted	me	a	
passing	score	on	the	October	2013	exam!!	I	just	wanted	to	let	you	know	
and	thank	you	for	your	class	and	everything	you	have	done	to	prepare	
us.	…	[Later]	…	I	wanted	to	let	you	know	that	I	received	my	license	today!	
Thanks	for	everything	and	all	of	your	help.			
	
Mike	Andre:	I	received	my	letter	telling	me	I	passed	the	exam	when	I	got	
back	from	Christmas	vacation.		I	heard	that	I	was	one	of	only	six	of	sixty-
six	who	sat	for	the	Houston	exam,	equaling	a	9%	Houston	pre-appeal	
pass	rate	(11%	for	the	U.S.	overall).	The	four	days	off	of	work	to	attend	
the	Dallas	Boot	Camp	got	me	started	on	the	road	to	success.		My	biggest	
praise	for	the	"Best	Customs	Broker	Course"	was	that	I	passed	with	only	
1.5	months	of	studying	in	my	entire	life,	but	this	only	reinforced	your	
recommendation	that	3	months	of	serious	studying,	including	taking	10	
practice	exams,	is	the	best	way.		I	only	had	time	to	take	7,	but	the	
constant	guidance	from	the	weekly	conference	calls	helped	bridge	the	
gaps.	The	reference	material	provided	by	you	and	your	students	was	a	
huge	aid.		One	example,	I	used	the	19	CFR	Index	with	its	short	summaries	
of	information	to	answer	a	number	of	questions	in	seconds.		I	heard	from	
numerous	test	takers	that	had	NOT	gone	through	your	course	that	they	
did	not	have	time	to	answer	all	the	questions,	whereas	I	ended	up	with	
25	spare	minutes	to	go	back	and	review	the	tough	questions	that	I	had	
marked.		The	instructors	always	went	above	and	beyond	the	call	of	duty	
in	answering	student	questions.	Thank	you!	
	
Marco	Suarez:	Yes!!!!!	I	passed	the	exam.	65/80.	Thank	you	for	
everything	you	have	done	and	continue	to	do	for	me.	It’s	been	great	
meeting	you	and	I	hope	to	continue	to	in	the	future.	I	couldn’t	have	done	
this	without	you.	My	dad	couldn’t	stop	crying	of	joy	and	my	phone	has	
been	ringing	since	I	told	them	the	news.	This	accomplishment	gets	me	
closer	to	my	goal	of	being	a	licensed	customs	broker.		



  

 

	
Melanie	Elmore,	Interstate	Batteries	Supply	Chain	Management:		I	got	my	
letter	and	I	passed!!!!	The	methods	you	teach	really	do	work.	I	think	the	
key	for	me	was	meeting	some	great	folks	in	your	class	to	create	a	study	
group.	Thank	you,	thank	you	and	thank	you!!!	
	
Vanda	De	Peretti,	Ericsson	Inc.	Trade	Compliance	&	Customs	Manager:		I	
received	my	official	letter	stating	that	I	passed	the	exam.	I	followed	your	
advice	and	it	made	all	the	difference.	Other	broker	course	prep	courses	
cut	off	student	access	to	the	course	on	the	day	of	the	exam	regardless	of	
the	pass/fail	result,	but	not	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course.	It	is	
comforting	to	know	that	if	you	need	the	course	again,	you	are	not	alone	
in	this	journey	and	that	instructor	is	always	there	to	help.	Thank	you	for	
encouraging	and	pushing	me	not	to	give	up.		You	are	remarkably	kind	
and	genuine	person	and	I	am	lucky	that	I	came	across	your	training	and	
got	to	meet	you.	
	

Noelle	McWilliams:	I	
PAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAASSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS
ED	THE	EXAM!!!!!!!	Thank	you	for	reminding	me	to	sit	for	the	next	exam	
and	for	pushing	me	to	not	give	up.	I	thank	you	from	the	bottom	of	my	
heart	and	will	be	forever	grateful.	:-)	I	am	not	one	to	give	up	that	easy.	:-)	
But	it	still	always	helps	to	have	that	extra	push.	It	was	an	amazing	
moment	when	I	opened	the	letter	and	saw	those	first	few	words	"we	are	
pleased	to	inform	you..."	The	level	of	joy,	relief,	excitement,	shock...	It	all	
welled	up	inside	me	and	not	only	did	I	shriek	for	joy,	tears	began	to	run	
down	my	face.	It	is,	to	date,	my	biggest	career	accomplishment.	Though	I	
have	no	doubt	I	will	achieve	other	great	accomplishments	in	my	life,	this	
is	just	the	one,	that	at	the	moment,	I	have	sacrificed	so	much	for.	It	was	
interesting,	when	my	employer	offered	to	reimburse	me	for	both	the	test	
and	the	books,	I	turned	it	down.	This	was	something	I	had	done	on	my	
own...	an	accomplishment	I	fought	so	hard	to	achieve,	with	my	own	
money	and	drive	that	I	can	remember	thinking...	No,	I	am	not	going	to	
give	you	the	satisfaction	of	being	"a	part"	of	me	accomplishing	this.	This	
was	something	I	wanted	to	keep	for	myself.	An	accomplishment	that	was	
mine	and	all	mine.	Thanks	to	those	who	always	believed	in	me	and	



  

 

reminded	me	to	not	give	up.	There	are	only	TWO	people	that	I	give	credit	
to	helping	me	achieve	this	great	accomplishment	with	and	you	are	one	of	
them.	:-)	Something	I	will	always	remember,	no	matter	where	I	go	in	my	
career.	:-)	So	thank	you.	.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.	After	countless	sacrifices,	I	am	
excited	to	say,	I	am	finally	a	Licensed	Customs	Broker.	I	couldn't	have	
done	this	without	the	support	and	assistance	from	you.	You	took	
countless	phone	calls	from	me.	I	called	you	about	exam	preparation,	
exam	guidance,	or	broker	license	application.	Thank	you	so	very	much.	
You	have	been	a	blessing	and	I	could	not	have	done	this	on	my	own	
without	you.	
	
Joe	Valentine:	I	passed	the	April	2013	Customs	Broker’s	License	
Examination,	following	a	second	appeal.	…	Yes	of	course	please	feel	free	
to	use	my	testimonial.		And	thank	you	to	The	Best	Customs	Broker	
Course	for	a	very	useful	and	helpful	course.	.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.		I	am	glad	to	
inform	you	that	I	graduated	with	honors,	a	semester	early,	from	law	
school.	I	plan	to	take	the	bar	in	Feb.	
	
Carol	White:	I	received	my	letter	from	CBP	today	and	I	finally	PASSED	
the	exam!!!!!		Thank	you	for	your	encouragement.	You	taught	me	how	to	
classify	and	made	me	focus	on	the	CBP	answers	while	leaving	my	opinion	
out.	Thank	you,	thank	you.	…	Yes,	please	use	my	testimonial!	
	
Latoria	Williams:	It's	official:	I	passed	the	exam!		.	.	.	The	boot	camp	and	
homework	and	retakes	were	definitely	my	lifeline.	Timing	was	crucial.	I	
felt	I	was	prepared	as	I	could	be	.	.	.	Out	of	the	1,397	test	takers,	only	11%	
passed.	I'm	so	grateful	I'm	in	the	154	who	passed!	I	passed	on	my	first	
attempt	too!	.	.	.	Thanks	so	much	for	your	support!	[.	.	.	later	.	.	.	]	I	
received	my	license	today!	Only	3	months!	Excited!	Yeah!	Check	out	my	
title	in	my	signature!	YES!	
	
Elisabeth	Fornes	Schiller,	Saint-Gobain:	It’s	official!	I	passed	the	exam.	I	
am	so	happy	right	now!	I	attended	almost	all	of	your	conference	calls.	
The	Boot	Camp	was	a	great	use	of	my	time.	The	team	brainstorming	was	
great.	This	is	not	an	easy	exam,	but	I	passed.	Thank	you.	…[LATER]…	I	
just	received	my	license.	I	passed	the	October	exam,	I	was	fingerprinted	



  

 

at	the	end	of	March,	and	I	received	my	license	on	April	4th.	I	am	happy	.	.	.		

Alejandro	Federle,	Volkswagen	Group	Customs	Specialist:	I	wanted	to	let	
you	know	that	I	received	my	scantron	sheet	in	the	mail	and	I	passed	the	
October	exam.		I	know	I	could	not	have	passed	this	exam	without	your	
help.		While	this	test	has	been	frustrating	at	times,	I	really	enjoyed	the	
two	trips	to	Orlando	that	I	made	to	attend	your	boot	camps.		If	I	could	
offer	any	advice	for	the	class	in	the	future,	it	would	be	to	focus	heavily	on	
the	informed	compliance	publications.		I	found	much	of	the	more	difficult	
material	on	the	exams	to	be	taken	directly	from	these	documents.		Please	
count	me	in	your	pass	rate	and	thank	you	for	all	the	help	these	last	few	
years!	…	Definitely,	go	ahead	and	use	my	testimonial!	Thanks	again.	
	
Tom	Simpson,	Signature	Products	Group	International	Trade	Specialist:	
Your	help	is	appreciated	and	I	am	so	happy	to	have	passed.	Thanks	again	
for	your	help	and	expertise.	I	could	not	have	done	it	without	the	amazing	
Best	Customs	Broker	Course.		I	was	able	to	move	to	a	new	position	as	
Customs	Compliance	Manager	and	this	is	in	no	small	part	due	to	the	fact	
that	I	passed	the	exam!	.	.	.	[later].	.	.	Thank	you	for	another	year’s	worth	
of	great	webinars!		I	appreciate	all	of	the	hard	work	that	goes	into	them	
and	I	am	grateful	that	you	are	willing	to	offer	them	to	students	of	your	
amazing	course.		Please	count	me	in	for	next	year’s	webinar	series.	I	owe	
a	lot	of	my	professional	career	success	to	your	course	and	your	teaching	
methods.	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	was	an	absolute	game	
changer	for	me	professionally.	I	can’t	thank	you	enough	for	your	help	in	
preparing	me	for	this	exam.	I	continue	to	tell	everyone	I	can	about	the	
course	and	how	it’s	changed	my	life	for	the	better.	
	
Sam	Hajezie:	I	am	happy	to	let	you	know	I	passed	the	exam.	I	could	not	
have	passed	this	exam	without	your	help.	The	great	Best	Customs	Broker	
Course	showed	me	how	to	study.	I	studied	hard,	but	your	help	was	
unbelievable.	You	care	so	much	for	your	students.	This	is	a	unique	
quality	in	this	time	and	age.	Your	course	materials	are	fantastic	and	easy	
to	understand.	I	studied	3	to	4	hours	a	day	for	two	months.	The	best	way	
to	study	is	to	read	the	questions	thoroughly	and	understand	what	the	
question	is	asking.	When	I	was	studying,	I	took	a	previous	test	questions	



  

 

and	used	your	course	materials	to	figure	out	the	fastest	way	to	answer	
the	question.	Your	course	is	awesome	and	helped	me	tremendously.	
Without	these	course	materials,	I	would	have	been	very	lost.	Oh	my	God,	
your	course	materials	were	my	bible.	Thank	you	for	making	it	easy	and	
for	giving	us	your	good	karma.	You	are	unbelievably	smart	and	kind.	You	
are	an	instructor	and	a	friend.	You	wish	nothing	except	for	your	
students’	success	in	life	and	in	this	exam.	Your	course	is	the	best	and	
that’s	why	it	called	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course.	I	am	so	happy	
enrolled	and	I	learned	so	much.	Thank	you	again	and	again.	.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.	
Attached	is	a	picture	of	me	and	my	broker’s	license.	I	want	to	thank	you	
for	making	this	possible.	Without	your	help	and	your	great	teaching	I	
would	not	have	done	this.	You	are	very	special	in	my	heart	and	may	God	
bless	you	and	your	family.	
	
Jim	Durfee,	MeadWestvac	Director	Supply	Chain	Operations	at	
MeadWestvac:	I	wanted	to	let	you	know	that	I	passed	April	exam	after	
protest	(2	questions).	You	and	your	course	were	a	couple	of	big	reasons	
that	I	passed.	Thanks.		
	
Sharon	Windrix	JW	Nutritional	LLC	Accounting	Manager:		I	just	received	
letter	from	Customs	that	they	granted	my	appeal	of	question	33	from	
April	2013	test	so	I	have	now	passed	the	exam.		Thank	you	so	much	for	
all	you	have	done.		I	do	not	regret	the	boot	camp	last	week	or	the	
studying	I	have	done	to	date	as	it	was	all	making	so	much	more	sense	to	
me	this	time	around.		I	feel	like	I	really	needed	it.		Thanks	again.	That	
makes	two	of	us	from	our	company,	Cassandra	Benn,	and	I,	that	passed	
first	time	with	your	help.							
	
Bettina	K.	Klein,	Northrop	Grumman	Systems	Corporation	Logistics	
Management	Analyst	II:	Of	course,	you	can	use	my	testimonial!	Thank	
you	so	much	for	helping	me	achieve	this	goal!!!	You	are	the	BEST!!!		
	
Bina	Shah:	I	passed	the	April	2013	customs	broker	license	examination.	
Thank	you	for	your	encouragement	and	your	patience	throughout	The	
Best	Customs	Broker	Course.	Your	good	positive	attitude	towards	
students	gave	me	the	self-esteem	that	I	needed.		Your	tailored	program	



  

 

helped	me	to	pass	this	test.		You	were	always	there	24/7	to	answer	any	
questions	related	to	the	exam.		Your	test	taking	strategies,	boot	camps,	
conference	calls,	and	recorded	calls	really	me	helped	a	lot.		I	would	
encourage	everyone	to	take	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course.		Of	course	
you	can	use	my	testimonial.		Because	of	your	guidance	this	became	
possible.	Again,	thank	you!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!	[later]	
Hooray!!!!!!!!!!!!!I	I	received	my	Custom	Broker	License	today!!!	Thank	
you	for	your	help	&	guidance.	It	took	six	months	and	I	applied	through	
Chicago.	[later]	I	took	the	exam	in	April	2013,	I	applied	for	my	broker’s	
license	in	June	2013.	I	received	my	license	on	December	26th,	2013.	On	
the	same	day,	I	applied	for	a	local	permit,	and	received	my	local	permit	
on	January	29th	2014.		
	
Lisa	Fiacco-Fochezato,	Datamax-O’Neil:	I	passed	the	exam.	I	scored	85%	
based	on	the	published	answers!	
		
Antuan	Zamudio:	I	just	received	my	appeal	letter	response	today,	and	I	
got	credit	for	question	17!	I	passed	with	a	75%.	I	took	the	October	2012	
EXAM	and	I	know	I	couldn't	have	made	it	without	the	prep	course	and	
without	the	help	of	all	your	staff.		Thanks	for	the	Dallas	boot	camp.	That	
is	definitely	the	best	way	to	study.	The	Boot	Camp	helped	me	even	more	
because	it	was	only	a	week	before	the	real	exam.		Thanks	for	Everything!	
	
Scot	Sauer:	Finally,	I	think,	good	news!		CBP	returned	my	call	and	looked	
up	my	name	and	said	“	Can’t	give	you	the	results	over	the	phone	but	you	
are	good.”	“You	are	fine	I	would	not	worry	at	all.”	He	said	he	has	the	
letters	and	they	are	getting	ready	to	mail	them	out	and	will	have	them	by	
the	end	of	the	week.	Exciting	stuff!	Thanks!	
	
Lisa	Empey,	Axon	Enterprise	Inc.	Global	Trade	&	Compliance	Manager:	I	
received	my	letter	from	Customs	yesterday	and	I	passed	the	Oct	2012	
exam	with	my	protest.		Thank	you	for	the	wonderful	guidance	and	
helpful	hints.		
	
Matt	Piersal,	C4	Forwarding:	I	called	back	today	and	spoke	to	Anita	
Harris	and	she	said	I	passed	with	a	75	so	I	do	not	need	to	take	



  

 

tomorrow’s	test.	I	should	have	letter	later	this	week!	Absolutely,	you	can	
use	my	testimonial!		Thank	you	for	all	your	help.	.	.	[later].	.	.	I	wasn't	in	a	
real	hurry	to	apply	for	my	broker’s	license	and	so	I	waited	a	year	and	
submitted	my	application	in	March.	Here's	where	it	gets	interesting.		I	
had	a	very	brief	interview	with	CBP	several	weeks	ago	and	received	my	
license	today!		None	of	my	references	were	called	so	not	sure	if	they	have	
streamlined	the	process	here	in	Dallas	but	from	the	time	I	sent	in	my	
application/fees,	it	took	about	4	weeks.		Anyway,	thought	you	might	find	
this	interesting.	Thanks	again	for	your	class	and	all	the	help!		
John	Kim,	American	Customs	Logistics,	Inc.	Import	Manager:	I	got	a	call	
from	CBP	last	Thursday	saying	I	also	got	credited	for	2	questions.		I	now	
have	passed	due	to	your	class.		Thank	you	so	much.		…	[	Later	]			Thanks	
once	again	for	helping	me	pass	the	customs	broker	exam.		I	just	received	
my	letter	stating	that	I	passed.		Thanks	again!	
		
Barbara	D.	Kent,	Celanese/US:	I	PASSED	the	October	2012	broker	exam,	
my	1st	time	taking	it!		CBP	called	me	yesterday	and	said	they	were	
crediting	me	with	that	footwear	question,	I	believe	#	17	(the	one	that	
you	whole	heartedly	disagreed	with	CBP)	and	#	72,	which	was	also	
footwear	related.		Thank	you	for	teaching	me	how	to	pass	this	very	
difficult	exam,	(ON	MY	FIRST	TRY)	because	I	know	I	could	not	have	done	
it	without	your	classes.		Your	help	with	my	protests	also	ensured	I	would	
pass	and	I	cannot	thank	you	enough.	I	give	100%	credit	to	The	Best	
Customs	Broker	Course	for	my	ability	to	pass	the	exam	on	my	first	try.	

	

Teresa	Eland:	I	passed	the	exam.	Thanks!	
	
Deepak	Mulchandani:	Hooray!	I	passed	the	Customs	Broker	License	
October	exam!		I	would	like	to	thank	you	for	The	Best	Customs	Broker	
Course,	the	conference	calls,	Boot	camp,	on	line	course	and	your	
guidance	through	this	long	and	arduous	journey	to	success.		The	practice	
exams,	the	on	line	course	quizzes	and,	of	course,	your	guidance	during	
the	weekly	calls	made	the	difference.		.	.	.	Yes,	of	course	you	can	use	my	
testimonial.	If	there	is	anything	else	that	I	can	do,	will	be	happy	to	do	so.	
Thank	you!		



  

 

	
Janice	Owens,	Georgia	Gulf	Chemicals	&	Vinyls	Customs	Administrator:	
Scratch	my	name	off	the	list,	because	I'm	another	one	of	your	statistics	-	I	
passed	too!			Thanks	bunches.	…[Months	later]	I	passed	the	October	2012	
brokers	exam,	and	have	worked	for	an	importer	forever.		The	Best	
Customs	Broker	Course	has	a	broker	exam	boot	camp	that	
ROCKS.		Intensive	four-day	interaction	with	the	attorney	teaching	the	
class,	and	a	room	full	of	other	folks	in	the	same	boat	as	you	are.	The	
course	also	has	weekly	conference	calls.	In	those	calls,	students	go	over	
classification	questions	and	collectively	come	back	with	solid	
information	and	skills.		I	took	the	course	and	would	recommend	it.	The	
Best	Customs	Broker	Course	is	the	ROCKSTAR	Broker	program!	
	
Yumiko	Kyan,	K	Line	Logistics	USA	Inc.:	I	did	get	my	official	letter.		I	
passed!		I	am	so	relieved.		I	cannot	thank	you	enough	for	all	the	guidance	
you	have	provided.		The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	is	very	intense	and	
it	helped	me	a	lot.		I	especially	liked	the	weekly	conference	calls	because	
I	was	able	to	ask	questions	and	get	answers.		During	the	conference	calls	
and	the	boot	camp,	you	provide	some	of	your	own	experience	and	that	
helped	me	to	understand	the	concepts	as	well.	I	am	proud	to	say	that	as	
your	student	I	was	able	to	keep	your	95%	pass	rate	going!	I	am	so	
ecstatic	right	now,	I	am	1	step	closer	to	becoming	a	LCB.	Yes,	please	use	
my	testimonial.		I	have	been	recommending	your	course	from	the	time	I	
signed	up	for	it.			Thank	you,	thank	you,	thank	you!!!!		…	[later]	I	just	
wanted	to	let	you	know	that	I	went	to	CBP	this	morning	and	picked	up	
my	license.		It	took	11	months	but	it	has	finally	come.		What	a	relief.	
Thank	you	very	much.		I	couldn’t	have	done	it	without	your	help.		
	
John	Min,	Aloca	Fastening	Systems:	Looks	like	I	passed!		Did	not	do	as	
well	as	I	thought	I	had,	but	I	passed	-	83%.	Thank	you	for	your	patience	
and	your	knowledge!	I	will	keep	in	touch!	.	.	.	(a	year	later)	.	.	.		I	would	
like	to	inform	that	I	received	a	call	from	CBP	yesterday	that	my	customs	
broker’s	license	was	finally	ready!		I	picked	it	up	yesterday	at	the	port	of	
Los	Angeles/Long	Beach.	It	was	a	very	un-ceremonial	and	simple	
process.	They	checked	my	driver’s	licensed	and	signed	a	couple	of	forms.	
.	.	.	Absolutely,	you	may	use	my	testimonial.		The	Best	Customs	Broker	



  

 

Course	was	of	great	help!	
	
Wendy	Wu,	Addison	Global	LLC:	I	just	received	a	Customs	letter	and	I	
passed	the	exam	with	a	score	of	85%.	I'm	so	excited.	The	boot	camp,	
homework	and	10	exam	assignments	are	extremely	important	for	pass	
the	exam.		Thanks	so	much	for	your	patience	and	guidance	and	
encouragement.	You're	the	best	instructor.	The	Best	Customs	Broker	
Course	is	definitely	the	best	course.	I	couldn't	have	done	it	without	your	
help.		Thanks	again	for	everything.				
	
Destiny	Campbell,	Shipping	International:		I	have	received	my	letter	from	
customs	and	I	have	passed	the	October	2012	brokers	exam.		I	wanted	to	
thank	you	as	there	is	no	way	I	would	have	been	able	to	pass	this	test	
without	your	help,.	Your	classes	and	devotion	that	you	give	to	each	and	
every	student	is	what	makes	the	difference.		I	used	your	steps	in	
classification,	regulations	and	trade	agreements	on	this	test	and	I	would	
have	been	lost	without	them,	your	program	truly	helped	me	pass	this	
test.		Thank	you	so	much	for	all	of	your	help	and	concern	with	making	
sure	that	I	understood	each	and	everything	you	went	over	on	previous	
exams	and	general	questions.	Again	I	couldn’t	have	passed	this	exam	
without	you	and	for	your	help	I	am	truly	grateful.	…	[	later	]	On	a	lighter	
note	yesterday	I	was	awarded	my	import	license	and	I	wanted	to	say	
thank	you	so	much	I	wouldn’t	have	been	able	to	accomplish	this	without	
your	help	and	I	am	truly	grateful.	
	
Sandy	Pray,	The	Jones	Group:		I	passed	the	exam.	I	can’t	say	enough	
about	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course,	the	homework	and	the	study	
guides.	It	really	helped	me	break	years	of	bad	habits	and	figure	out	how	
to	take	a	test….	and	pass.	Thank	you	for	everything	the	course	really	
helped.			
	
Student:	I	received	my	letter	from	Customs	yesterday.	Thanks	for	your	
help	learning	how	to	study!				
	
Shawn	Levsen,	UPS:	Just	got	the	letter	-	I	passed.		I	don’t	think	I	could	
have	done	it	without	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Exam	Course.			Thanks!	



  

 

	
Patrick	Reilly,	CEVA	Logistics	Import	Specialist:	I	received	my	letter	
yesterday	and	officially	passed	with	an	82.5!!	Your	class	was	so	helpful	
and	I	have	been	recommending	it	to	everyone	who	has	been	asking	me	
about	the	exam.	I	am	so	glad	I	raised	my	hand	the	day	my	manager	asked	
who	would	be	interested	in	taking	a	brokers	class.	At	the	time	I	didn’t	
know	how	much	I	would	get	out	of	it.	I	have	only	been	in	this	industry	for	
two	years	as	of	last	week	and	now	can	apply	for	my	license.	Thank	you	
for	everything!!				
	
Anne	McGrath,	Jones	Apparel	Group	Director,	Vendor	Operations/Supply	
Chain	Security:	Thanks	…	I	received	my	letter	today	and	passed..			Thank	
you	so	much!		I	attribute	this	to	your	class	and	attending	your	boot	camp.		
Great	Job!	
	
Tricia	Kent,	Tucker	Rocky	Distributing	Import	Compliance	Manager:	It	
pleases	me	greatly	to	inform	you	that	I	received	my	letter	today	and	I	
have	passed	the	exam.	Bruce	would	have	been	so	proud	of	me.	I	am	very	
proud	of	myself	as	well.	I	want	to	thank	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	
so	very	much	for	your	course.	Your	tutoring	was	utterly	invaluable!	I	
truly	can't	thank	you	enough.	I	also	want	to	say	thank	you	for	believing	in	
me.	That	means	the	world	to	me.	Having	passed	this	exam	will	open	so	
many	new	doors!	YOU	ARE	AWESOME!				
	
Carolyn	Kim	:		I	received	my	letter	from	CBP	today;	I	passed	the	exam	on	
my	first	attempt!!!		I	greatly	appreciate	all	your	help!		I'm	glad	I	signed	up	
for	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course.		I	can	proudly	write	that	I	passed	
the	exam	on	my	resume	until	I	receive	my	license	next	year.		Once	again,	
thank	you	for	all	your	help	and	let's	keep	in	touch!!!	:)			
	
Derek	Weaver,	WEST	Forwarding	Services	Senior	Account	Manager:	“I	
have	received	my	official	letter	notifying	me	of	passing	and	just	wanted	
to	take	a	moment	to	say	THANK	YOU!		The	test	is	not	easy.	The	Best	
Customs	Broker	Course	is	not	easy	and	neither	is	the	homework.		
However,	by	taking	your	class	and	learning	the	heavily	tested	areas	it	
helped	me	to	have	a	more	focused	method	of	studying	for	the	exam	



  

 

overall.		I	was	able	to	devote	time	to	those	areas	while	still	making	sure	
to	focus	on	the	lesser-tested	areas	so	any	“curveballs”	on	the	exam	didn’t	
have	catastrophic	consequences.		Others	have	said	it	and	I	will	agree	as	
well	–	the	boot	camps	are	invaluable!		Jobs,	families	and	social	activities	
all	interfere	with	even	the	best	plans	to	study.		But,	at	the	boot	camp	
work	email	isn’t	visible,	the	phone	isn’t	ringing	off	the	hook	and	you	can	
take	the	much	needed	time	to	focus	and	get	the	feel	of	what	it	will	be	like	
on	exam	day.		I	am	happy	to	see	you	will	be	adding	tutors	to	boot	camps	
as	that	will	make	them	even	more	of	a	benefit	than	they	already	are!		I	
came	to	your	course	on	the	recommendation	of	a	colleague	who	took	
your	course	and	passed	the	exam	after	I	tried	another	course.		Your	
course	gives	the	methods	and	guidance	needed	to	pass	the	exam	–	I	am	
now	proof	of	that!		Thank	you	again!”	
		
Jeferson	Perin,	Red	Digital	Cinema	Global	Trade	Specialist:	Just	to	
confirm,	I	PASSED!!!!!	Thank	you	so	much	for	showing	the	way,	for	
sharing	your	knowledge	and	helpful	hints	on	how	to	stay	calm	and	to	be	
prepared!	Absolutely,	you	can	use	this	testimonial.	Let	me	know	if	you	
ever	need	anything	from	SoCal,	or	me.	…	(later)	Hello...	I	just	wanted	to	
let	you	know	that	I	received	my	license	today.	Thank	you	for	
everything!!!!!	
	
John	Min,	Aloca	Fastening	Systems:	Looks	like	I	passed!		I	did	not	do	as	
well	as	I	thought	I	had,	but	I	passed	-	83%.	Thank	you	for	your	patience	
and	your	knowledge!	Thank	you	again	for	all	your	help!		We'll	keep	in	
touch!			

Blake	Denzer,	Zale	Corporation	Senior	Trade	Compliance:	I	
passed!		Thank	you	very	much	for	your	help	and	advice!		It	definitely	
paid	off.					

Naomi	LaBonte’,	Proven	Logistics	Solutions	LLC:	I	passed!!	I	am	so	
happy.		Prayer	and	study	works!		According	to	the	exam	answer	sheet	
compared	to	my	answers	I	got	62	right	–	18	wrong.		Your	method	truly	
works.		I	can’t	believe	I	passed	on	my	first	time	taking	the	exam.	I	very	
much	appreciate	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	and	all	you	did	to	
assist	with	my	study	efforts.	Thanks	for	everything,	it	has	been	a	



  

 

pleasure	working	with	you.		I’m	happy	to	have	you	use	me	as	a	reference.	
If	I	can	help	in	any	way,	please	don’t	hesitate	to	let	me	know.		

Bruce	Baker,	Tucker	Rocky	Distributing	Vice	President	of	Operations:	I	
can't	believe	it	-	I	actually	passed.		I	have	never	(repeat	never)	walked	
out	of	a	test	not	knowing	what	the	result	would	be.		I	was	totally	sure	
that	I	had	my	lunch	handed	to	me	-	especially	because	I	did	such	a	poor	
job	on	time	management.		I	was	hoping	to	hit	50	right	-	which	at	least	
would	give	me	confidence	going	into	the	Oct	exam.	Anyway	-	barring	a	
retraction	letter	-	U.S.	Customs	says	I	passed.	

	
Jenny	Lee:	I	got	my	letter	and	I	passed	the	October	exam	in	Los	
Angeles!		I'm	so	ecstatic	and	grateful	to	The	Best	Customs	Broker	
Course.		I	know	I	couldn't	have	done	it	alone.			I	would	recommend	to	
anyone	that	they	take	this	course,	and	definitely	go	to	the	boot	camps.		It	
really	helps	you	focus	in	on	areas	of	study	and	prepares	you	for	the	big	
day.		Thank	you!	
	
Erik	Steffenburg:		Thank	you	to	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course.		I	took	
the	exam	and	passed-sounds	like	I'm	one	of	the	few.		Your	course	as	well	
as	the	boot	camp	were	invaluable	in	preparing	me	for	the	exam	and	
understanding	what	it	was	I	was	reading.	I'm	seeing	notes	that	as	few	as	
20	people	passed	nationwide	-	and	that	only	1	passed	before	they	threw	
out	the	2	questions.		Any	idea	how	to	confirm	these	numbers?		If	only	one	
person	passed	before	they	threw	the	2	questions	out,	that	person	was	me	
-	I	ended	up	with	an	82%	overall.		I'd	love	to	be	able	to	pass	that	on	to	my	
bosses.	Thanks!	

Karen	Kieffer,	ATS	International	Service,	Inc.:	I	wanted	to	let	you	know	
that	I	finally	was	able	to	reach	someone	at	customs	and	was	advised	that	
I	have	passed	the	April	2010	exam!		Thanks	for	you	help!		
	
Lorena	Dominguez,	Index	Fresh	Accounting	Supervisor:	I	PASSED	THE	
EXAM!!!	Thank	you	so	much!!	…	[One	year	later:}	I	just	had	my	last	
interview,	hopefully,	I'll	hear	soon	about	my	license!]	
	



  

 

Kaye	Mortensen,	BMS	Customs	Trade	Director:	I	got	my	letter	today	
indicating	I	passed	the	exam.		I	couldn’t	have	done	it	without	taking	The	
Best	Customs	Broker	Course.		Attending	the	Boot	Camp	and	learning	how	
to	organize	my	test	materials	was	key.		I	do	sincerely	believe	that	I	could	
not	have	done	it	without	your	course	and	boot	camp.			Many,	Many	
Thanks.		
	
Linda	Muccio,	OHL	Global	Freight	Management	&	Logistics	Import	
Manager:	I	PASSED	THE	EXAM!!!!			Thank	you	to	The	Best	Customs	
Broker	Course	for	the	guidance	and	help.	Best	course	I	ever	took!!			
	
Meng	Chau:	I	just	received	my	letter	telling	me	I	passed.	Words	can't	
express	how	happy	I	am	right	now!	Thank	you!	Thank	you!	Thank	you!			
	
Irene	Silber,	Air	Whale	Logistics	Vice	President:	I	received	my	letter	
today.	Passed	after	4	weeks	of	independent	study	and	1	boot	camp.	
Thanks	for	your	help….	Yes,	of	course	you	may	use	my	testimonial.	Also,	
in	case	you	want	to	use	this	information,	another	broker	course	turned	
me	down	when	I	asked	to	enroll	in	their	course.	They	said	it	would	be	
unethical	to	provide	their	materials	at	such	short	notice	because	I	would	
never	pass.	
	
Michelle	Wise,	Goodrich	Landing	Gear	International	Trade	Compliance	
Specialist:	I	just	got	my	letter	and	I	passed	with	a	score	of	83.75%.	
Thanks.	This	was	the	first	time	I	have	taken	so	I	am	really	excited.	Please	
feel	free	to	use	my	testimonial.	I	appreciate	your	help.		

Ryan	C.	Supek,	Volkswagen	Group	of	America,	Inc.	Customs	Specialist:	
Got	my	broker	exam	results	back	last	night.	Passed	with	90%.		First	time!	
Thanks	for	your	help	and	the	class!!	

Sandy	Meredith,	Carhartt	Inc.	Customs	Compliance:	FINALLY!	I	received	
my	letter	yesterday	and	now	thanks	to	you	I	can	celebrate	passing	the	
exam!	Please	count	me	in	your	number	of	students	taking	The	Best	
Customs	Broker	Course	and	passing!	Thank	you	so	much!	Yes,	please	use	
my	testimonial	and	if	anyone	wants	to	call	me,	give	them	my	number!	I	
thought	of	your	broker	course	when	I	was	taking	the	exam	in	Louisville	



  

 

and	I	wished	all	the	25	students	could	take	your	course,	especially	the	
one	that	was	there	for	the	sixth	time!	I	gave	her	your	website.	

Richard	Ewald,	Emerson	Control	Techniques	Trade	Compliance	
Manager:	I	attended	two	boot	camps—one	early	on	in	my	training,	and	
one	shortly	before	the	exam.		Ruth	earned	the	special	nickname	
“Ruthless”	in	my	head	because	she	forced	me	in	those	two	boot	camps	to	
take	a	full	4-hour	exam	every	afternoon	and	study	every	night.		Then	in	
the	morning,	we	went	over	any	questions	we	had,	and	were	able	to	
collaborate	with	colleagues	and	share	techniques	and	strategies.		This	
experience	was	invaluable.		Do	not	take	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	
without	attending	at	least	one	boot	camp.		Each	week	of	boot	camp	is	
worth	probably	3	months	of	trying	to	study	at	work	or	at	home	and	
avoiding	the	distractions	they	provide.		With	this	help,	I	passed	easily	
with	87.5%	on	my	first	try.	

Kristin	Brown,	International	Paper	Company	Import	Procurement	COE	
Manager:		I	passed!!!	83.75%	Finally,	I	have	proof	that	I	know	what	I'm	
talking	about.	Thank	you	for	all	of	your	continued	support.	You	can	
absolutely	use	my	testimonial.	I	am	so	grateful	for	The	Best	Customs	
Broker	Course.		This	is	an	amazing	course	lead	by	knowledgeable	
instructors.	Thank	you	for	all	of	the	support,	training	and	knowledge	you	
have	given	me.		Most	importantly,	thank	you	for	just	believing	in	me,	this	
is	something	that	has	kept	me	moving	forward	each	time	.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.		
Congratulations	to	everyone	that	has	passed	the	exam.		It	is	such	an	
amazing	accomplishment.		For	those	that	have	not	passed	the	exam,	do	
not	give	up.	If	you	want	it,	keep	at	it	until	you	achieve	your	goal	because	
it	is	worth	it.	I	failed	the	exam	twice.	First	time	by	two	questions	and	the	
second	exam	for	one	question	(for	silly	reasons).		The	third	time,	I	passed	
with	an	87%	in	2011.		A	year	later,	I	was	at	the	post	office	alone	and	I	
opened	my	envelope	and	carefully	removed	the	folder	and	just	cried,	all	
while	having	the	largest	smile	on	my	face.		There	I	was	in	the	middle	of	a	
busy	post	office	during	a	high	traffic	time,	in	a	big	city,	while	making	a	
fool	of	myself	and	I	didn’t	care.		I	wanted	to	shout	my	success	from	the	
mountain	top	to	all	that	could	hear	me.		A	stranger	approached	me	and	
said,	“Miss,	I	am	not	sure	if	I	should	comfort	you	because	of	your	tears,	or	
tell	you	how	beautiful	your	smile	is,	but	are	you	okay?”	I	explained	to	her	



  

 

my	accomplishment	and	then	I	said,	“Can	you	please	take	my	picture	as	I	
hold	my	license?”		Tears	falling	onto	my	face,	down	to	my	shirt	and	I	was	
cautious	to	not	allow	a	tear	to	shed	onto	my	license.		I	was	like	a	kid	all	
over	again	and	I	realized	that	it	was	over…I	finally	did	it	and	I	no	longer	
had	to	struggle	and	it	was	worth	it.		Thank	you	for	all	of	the	support	and	
guidance	you	have	continued	to	give	to	me	through	the	process	and	
throughout	my	career.	This	license	is	an	amazing	opportunity	to	boost	
your	career!	

Jennifer	Ayers-Briseno,	T.	H.	Gonzalez,	Inc.	Imports	and	Compliance	
Supervisor:	Oh	my	God!!!	I	passed!!!	I'm	so	relieved!	A	huge	weight	has	
been	lifted.	My	company	was	founded	by	my	great	grandfather	in	1937.	
From	then	it	went	to	my	grandfather	and	then	to	my	mom	(and	dad,	who	
actually	got	his	license	so	that	my	mom	could	take	over)	and	I	am	the	
next	in	line.	I	worried	about	something	happening	to	my	dad	and	not	
having	my	license	to	be	able	to	take	over	the	company.	I'm	not	good	at	
test	taking	which	made	the	first	test	experience	a	nightmare.	But,	thanks	
to	you	and	your	team,	I	did	it!!!	I	can	relax	for	a	while	now.			Thank	you!	
God	bless	you.	…	[Later]	I	passed	my	exam	Oct	2011	and	submitted	my	
application	in	January	2012	after	the	official	results	came	in.	I	just	
received	my	license	yesterday	morning	(December	2013)	through	the	
Port	of	Laredo,	Texas!		

Timothy	Rubiera,	Livingston	International,	Inc.	Manager	Services	
Delivery:	I	passed	the	exam	with	a	76.25!!	...	I	told	you	that	I	HAD	to	
pass!!!	Thank	you	for	your	help	...	I	am	looking	forward	to	my	new	career	
thanks	to	your	class	.	.	.	.	(later)	.	.	.		I	started	working	for	a	broker	and	am	
finally	learning	the	practical	side	of	being	broker	not	just	the	theory,	
while	I	wait	for	my	license	to	come.	I	remember	sitting	in	the	Boot	Camp	
on	the	last	day	and	you	had	asked	everyone	how	they	felt	and	if	they	
thought	they	would	pass	or	not.		When	it	was	my	turn,	all	I	had	to	say	
was	"I	have	to",	since	I	had	spent	thousands	of	dollars	to	keep	myself	
afloat	while	I	quit	my	job	and	solely	focused	on	passing.		With	a	little	luck	
and	your	class,	my	dream	had	become	a	reality.		I	would	not	have	had	a	
fighting	chance	without	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course.	I’ve	had	the	
opportunity	to	work	for	with	the	lead	instructor’s	law	firm	on	numerous	
occasions,	taking	me	all	over	the	country.	To	those	thinking	about	



  

 

whether	or	not	to	take	this	course,	please	do	so.	The	benefits	of	the	
knowledge	along	with	the	networking	the	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	
possesses,	it	may	also	be	the	best	decision	of	your	life	too.	

Sheryl	Cashmore:	I	passed	the	exam!	I	was	home	for	a	visit	in	June	and	
found	a	letter	from	the	government	at	the	bottom	of	my	junk	mail.		I	
almost	tossed	the	entire	pile	but	luckily	I	was	wondering	when	my	letter	
would	make	it	to	Hong	Kong.		I	guess	something	went	wrong	and	they	
sent	it	to	San	Diego	but	all's	well	that	ends	well	-	I	passed!!!		Now	I'm	
waiting	for	my	license	application!!			Thanks	for	all	your	help!!!	Sure,		you	
can	use	my	testimonial.					

Larry	L.	Burns,	Siemens	Industry,	Inc.	Export	Control	&	Customs	Industry	
Solutions	and	Mobility	Divisions	Manager:	I	received	a	phone	call	from	
CBP	today	telling	me	that	they	have	reviewed	the	appeals	and	that	my	
score	is	now	75!!!	He	said	the	letters	are	being	signed	and	should	be	sent	
out	in	the	next	2	weeks.	I	have	my	fingers	crossed	awaiting	the	arrival	of	
my	letter.	Thanks	again	to	the	fabulous	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	and	
the	great	workshop	and	homework	assignments.		.	.	.	Yes,	absolutely	use	
my	testimonial!!	I	cannot	tell	you	how	much	of	a	difference	the	course	
made	in	me	understanding	the	questions	and	sifting	through	to	the	
correct	answers.	Thanks	again	for	all	you	do!!		

Travis	Cook,	American	River	Logistics:	86.25!!!!		Finally!!!!!	After	years	of	
studying,	sweat	and	tears,	long	nights,	long	days,	and	many	attempts,	I	
finally	passed	the	Customs	Broker	License	Examination	with	a	83.75%	
passing	percent.	Your	classes	have	made	a	giant	impact	in	my	studying	to	
pass	this	examination	and	move	forward	in	my	life!	Tell	all	your	students	
never	to	give	up!	Thank	you	so	much	for	all	your	guidance!	

Michael	Dyll,	Teclogistics:	I	passed.		Thanks	a	lot	for	your	help.		I	think	I	
could	have	done	it	without	you,	but	it	would	have	taken	me	a	lot	more	
time	and	effort.		The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	was	extremely	
helpful.		Thanks	again.	

Marco	Marco	Joffroy,	Joffroy	Group	CTPAT	Coordinator:	I	cannot	say	
thank	you	enough!	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	and	team	are	
magnificent.	Thank	you	for	always	being	there	when	needed	and	for	



  

 

supporting	me	through	the	process	.	.	.	.	[Later]	.	.	.	We	have	not	spoken	
since	I	gave	you	the	great	news	that	I	passed	my	exam.	I	still	can’t	believe	
it.	I	got	hired	by	this	great	company	and	I’m	steadily	expanding	my	
knowledge	and	experience	in	global	logistics.	.	.	.	I	am	very	grateful	for	
your	support	and	for	your	course.		[Later]	Thank	you	for	inviting	me	to	
participate	as	a	guest	speaker.	It	was	a	pleasure	to	meet	to	your	students,	
I	am	confident	they	will	do	great!	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	is	
essential	for	passing	the	exam,	professional	growth,	and	continues	to	be	
an	excellent	source	for	industry	knowledge.	
	
Olga	Shturmakov,	Promega	Corporation	Operations	and	
Global	Manager:	I	just	got	a	call	from	our	local	customs	office	with	the	
news	that	I	passed	the	exam!		I	know	it	would	not	have	been	possible	
without	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	and	your	excellent	boot	camp!	
Thank	you	for	the	best	training	class	I	have	ever	had.		I	learned	so	much	
in	the	few	days	I	was	there	and	I	honestly	have	no	idea	how	I	was	even	
able	to	take	the	previous	test	in	April	without	your	explanations.	The	
other	course	that	I	had	taken	prior	to	the	April	exam	was	nothing	more	
than	an	overview	of	the	topics	without	any	meaningful	practice	of	the	
actual	questions	and	tests.	Prior	to	the	boot	camp	in	San	Antonio	I	
dreaded	classification	questions.			Now	they	are	my	favorite	part	of	the	
whole	test.	It	just	makes	sense	now.	Of	course	you	can	use	my	feedback	
and	testimony!		Feel	free	to	contact	me	if	any	of	your	students	may	be	
interested	to	ask	me	any	questions	directly.	Thank	you	very	much.		
	
Jennifer	Hodge,	Agility	Logistics	Import	Coordinator:	I	am	happy	to	
announce	that	I	received	my	letter	on	Saturday	and	passed!!!!	I	got	a	75%	
so	I	was	just	on	the	nose.	I	wanted	to	thank	you	for	the	great	Best	
Customs	Broker	Course	and	boot	camps.	I	don’t	think	I	could	have	done	
this	with	out	those.	
	
Craig	Holet,	ERICO	Intl.	Corp.	Transportation	and	Distribution:	Based	on	
newly-released	CBP	answers,	I	passed!		The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	
reminds	you	that	you	need	time	and	discipline	to	pass	this	test.		If	you	
ever	have	a	course	in	or	around	Cleveland	(Columbus,	Toledo,	
Pittsburgh,	etc.)	I'll	be	glad	to	be	your	guest	speaker.	



  

 

	
Eri	Ohta,	Sojitz	Corporation	of	America	Trade	Compliance	Specialist:	I’ve	
received	the	attached	letter	from	CBP!!!!	Thank	you,	thank	you,	thank	
you	again!	I’m	so	happy	now!	Thank	you	so	much!	If	I	had	not	taken	The	
Best	Customs	Broker	Course,	I	could	have	never	passed	this	exam.	I	am	
using	what	you	taught	us	ever	day	in	my	job,	especially	your	
classification	method.	I	am	much	more	confident	now.	Thank	you	so	so	
so	much	again!!!	Please	use	my	testimonial!	I’m	very	happy	if	you	do	so.	
	
Meloney	Norris,	Panalpina:		YES!!!!!			I	Passed.		Thank	you	for	everything.		
I	made	an	81.25.		I	am	so	HAPPY!!!!!			I	hope	I	get	my	letter	today.		I	want	
to	see	it	in	writing.		
	
Luis	Martinez,	Cabrera	Llamas	Y	Asociados:	According	to	the	official	
customs	answer	sheet	I	got	an	84!	I	can’t	thank	you	enough.	(months	
later:	I	just	wanted	to	thank	you	for	all	your	help!	I	FINALLY	got	my	
license!	You	were	a	huge	help	and	I	have	been	recommending	your	
course	left	and	right!)	
	
Christine	Allen,	Market	Lubbock	Inc.	Accountant:		I	compared	the	
Custom’s	Answer	sheet	to	my	answers	and	I	passed.		I	missed	one	more	
than	previously	thought	compared	to	the	class	census	and	your	answers,	
but	I	still	passed.		Woo	hoo!		
	
Bill	Hopkins:	Just	wanted	to	write	you	and	tell	you	how	grateful	I	am	for	
all	the	help	provided	by	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course.	I	received	my	
letter	yesterday	informing	me	that	I	passed	the	exam	with	an	83.75,	
exactly	what	I	said	when	you	asked	me	on	the	last	day	of	boot	camp.	
Your	course	is	excellent.	Also,	thank	you	for	your	moral	support.	Your	
positive	attitude	and	encouragement	helped	me	tremendously.	And	I	
also	wanted	to	tell	you	that	I	actually	enjoyed	the	Boot	camp.	

Michael	Staub:		I	wanted	to	let	you	know	that	I	received	a	letter	from	CBP	
stating	I	passed	the	April	2011	brokers	exam.		Thank	you	for	all	the	help	
you	gave	me	throughout	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course.		Following	the	
course	and	being	on	the	conference	calls	really	helped	me	achieve	a	great	



  

 

understanding	of	the	material.		The	biggest	help	during	the	exam	was	the	
cheat	sheet	I	used.		It	was	based	on	the	one	you	sent	me.			It	kept	all	the	
important	material	organized	in	a	way	I	could	find	answers	quickly.		I	am	
attaching	a	copy	of	it	so	others	can	use	it.	…	Yes,	of	course	you	can	use	my	
testimonial.		Thanks	for	your	help.	

Greg	Peebles:	It	is	official	-	82.5%	grade.	I	finally	passed!	My	sincerest	
thanks	again	for	your	class.	You	are	Terrific!		.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.	Yes	-	I	am	
VERY	glad	that	I	did	not	have	to	take	this	last	exam!	Thanks	to	you,	I	am	
already	enjoying	being	a	LICENSED	CUSTIOMS	BROKER!	
	
Marilyn	Rodriguez,	Mach	1	Global	Services:	I	passed	the	exam	on	my	first	
try	with	your	help.	Thank	you!	

Daniel	Daniel	Hong,	Allergan	 Global	Trade	Compliance	Legal	Affairs	
Organization	Import/Export	Analyst:		I	passed!	The	Best	Customs	Broker	
Course	teaches	you	discipline	and	how	to	manage	your	time.		I	took	a	lot	
of	days	off	here	and	there	just	to	study	and	make	my	notes.		I	also	did	a	
lot	of	the	online	quizzes	during	my	lunch	break.		

Lorna	Manrique,	Exportalia	Freight	Forward,	Inc.	Office	Manger:	I	did	
pass	the	exam	(the	second	time	around).		I	just	wanted	to	thank	you	for	
the	encouragement	and	helpful	tips	throughout....		Again	thank	you!	

Ana	Luisa	Fox,	Sperian	Export	Compliance	Manager:	Yahoo,	I'm	in...	I	got	
13	wrong!	Thank	you	soo	much....	a	colleague	of	mine	is	looking	into	
getting	her	license.	I'm	sending	her	your	way.	The	Best	Customs	Broker	
Course	really	worked	for	me.		
	
Cynthia	Coss,	HTNB	Bilingual	Communications:	I	checked	my	answers	
against	the	answer	sheet	posted	by	CBP	on	the	website	and	I	got	an	
85!	This	was	my	first	time	taking	it	and	I	passed!		Thank	you	very	much	-	
I	could	not	have	done	it	without	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course.		I	got	a	
big	picture	idea	of	what	it	takes	to	pass	this	exam	and	I	was	able	to	fine	
tune	my	studying	to	make	sure	I	had	all	my	bases	covered.		Thank	you	
for	always	being	there	to	answer	the	hard	questions.		I	just	have	to	wait	
for	my	official	letter	now.		



  

 

	
Randi	Waltuck,	Dell	Global	Trade	&	Compliance	Director	of	North	
American	Trade	Operations:	There	is	no	way	I	could	have	passed	without	
your	guidance	and	help.	Your	prep	class	is	great!		THANK	YOU!	…	[Later]		
…	Guess	what!!!!?????	After	15	months	I	FINALLY	got	my	license	last	
week:	YAY!!!!!!!!	…	[Later]	I	sat	for	the	October	2010	exam.	It	took	DFW	
about	18	months	-	background	check,	interview,	I	moved,	had	to	call	
several	times	to	get	it	to	the	top	of	the	pile	-	worth	it!	:-)		

Arlene	Mann,	Corporate	Import	Manager	Moog,	Inc.:	I	PASSED!!!!			I'm	
convinced	that	I	passed	because	of	the	Boot	Camp	and	your	excellent	
guidance!”		…	Later	on	LinkedIn:	"I	needed	to	come	up	to	speed	in	record	
time	on	import	compliance	and	decided	to	sit	for	the	US	Customs	Broker	
Exam.	Your	expertise	and	CBE	training	program	far	exceeded	my	
expectations.	Not	only	did	I	pass	the	CBE	in	October	2010,	but	achieved	
the	import	compliance	knowledge	that	I	needed	to	obtain.	Thank	you	
...you	are	fabulous!”	Later	on	LinkedIn:		For	my	first	attempt,	I	studied	
independently	using	resources	on	the	various	websites.	Although	I	
graduated	with	a	Industrial	Engineering	degree	and	completed	my	MBA	
(with	honors),	it	should	be	a	piece	of	cake...right?	WRONG!	.	The	key	is	
being	able	to	answer	all	the	questions	correctly	within	a	four-hour	
period	using	multiple	resources	...	that	is	the	challenge.	Well,	I	didn't	pass	
and	realize	that	I	needed	a	structured	program.	There	are	many	courses	
out	there	and	it	is	almost	impossible	to	decide	which	one	to	use.	What	I	
knew	is	that	I	had	a	limited	amount	of	time	(we	all	have	work,	family,	
and	outside	responsibilities),	and	I	needed	someone	to	layout	a	plan	of	
action	for	me	to	follow.	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	I	chose	had	
three	elements	that	I	believed	made	the	difference.	(1)	A	multi-day	boot	
camp	where	all	you	did	was	focus	on	the	exam,	strategy,	time	
management,	and	preparation	of	materials.	This	should	be	taken	
ASAP...do	not	wait	until	closer	to	the	exam	it	provides	you	with	a	study	
map.	(2)	I	needed	someone	that	I	could	contact	when	I	had	questions.	(3)	
Good	web	based	materials	for	studying.	The	provider	I	choose	had	taken	
the	old	exams	and	had	uploaded	them	on	a	random	loop.	So,	for	example,	
at	lunch	I	could	go	in	and	quiz	myself	on	past	questions	related	to	Part	
141	(Entry	of	Merchandise).	(4)	Weekly	check-ins	with	your	instructor	
and	HOMEWORK.	Yes...HOMEWORK.	I	took	10	practice	exams	(40	hours)	



  

 

in	preparation	before	the	actual	test.	I	worked	with	the	Best	Customs	
Broker	Exam	Course	and	was	confident	walking	in	the	exam	and	knew	
walking	out	that	I	passed.	You	are	a	task	master	and	if	you	follow	her	
plan	to	the	letter,	organize	your	materials,	take	the	10	last	exams	and	
correction	exams...you	will	pass.	(As	mom	said,	nothing	worthwhile	
comes	easy.)		Later	e-mail:	FYI!		Just	got	a	call	from	Customs	Downtown	
Buffalo...my	license	has	been	issued	by	DC,	they	are	sending	it	to	me	via	
registered	mail.			Long	journey...but	now	at	least	part	of	it	is	completed.			
Application	submitted		8/31/2012,	license	at	Customs	port	
12/11/2012...hopefully	in	my	hands	by	the	end	of	this	week.			Four	
months...not	too	bad.		

Ginia	DiCicco,	Cooper-Standard	Automotive	International	Logistics	
Analyst:		My	port	just	called	and	said	that	I	passed	the	exam.		My	first	try	
and	I	got	an	83.75%.		Thanks	for	all	of	your	help,	I	know	I	couldn’t	have	
done	it	without	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course.		(months	later:	I	just	
wanted	to	let	you	know	that	received	my	broker’s	license	in	the	mail	
yesterday	J	)	
	
Leon	Sluis,	Panalpina:	I	just	got	the	great	news	(CBP	called	me!),	I	passed	
the	brokers	exam!!!	They	said	I	would	get	the	letter	on	Monday	
confirming	I	passed.	It	is	thanks	to	your	fantastic	Best	Customs	Broker	
Course	that	I	was	finally	able	to	succeed.	I	tried	two	other	courses	
previously	to	taking	your	course	and	they	only	got	me	close,	yours	put	
me	over	the	top!		I	can’t	express	how	much	appreciation	I	feel	for	your	
patient	guidance	and	understanding.		Thank	you	so	much,	I’ll	never	
forget	you!	I	hope	you	have	a	wonderful	weekend,	and	let	me	know	if	
there	is	any	way	I	can	repay	the	debt	of	gratitude	I	feel	for	you.	…	Of	
course	you	can	use	my	testimonial!	…	[Later]	…	I	am	now	working	as	a	
full	time	customs	broker,	making	25%	more.	I	love	this	job,	been	
working	there	for	eight	months	now	and	learning	a	lot.	Thank	you	again	
for	your	kind,	patient	instruction,	and	the	time	you	spent	with	us	
students	at	the	boot	camp.		

Gloria	Padilla:	Yessss,	I	passed	the	exam!!!		Thank	you	for	everything.	
The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	helped	me	get	a	passing	score!!!	I	am	
very	thankful,	I	don't	know	if	I	could	have	done	it	without	your	course.	



  

 

As	you	recall,	I	began	studying	5	weeks	before	the	exam!!!		I	will	always	
highly	recommend	your	course!	.	.	.		[LATER]	.	.	.		Of	course	you	may	use	
my	testimonial	.....	I	am	very	thankful,	I	don't	know	if	I	could	have	done	it	
without	your	course....	Considering	I	began	studying	5	weeks	before	the	
exam!!!		I	will	always	highly	recommend	your	course!	.	.	.		[LATER]	.	.	.	
Thank	you	again	for	your	great	support	during	the	time	I	took	your	
course	and	boot	camp.		You	are	definitely	a	key	person	in	my	
achievement,	I	just	received	my	License,	I	can't	be	any	happier.	Even	
though	I	joined	your	course	the	last	month	before	the	exam,	I	learned	a	
lot	and	I	believe	I	couldn't	have	done	it	without	it.		It	took	almost	two	
years	from	the	time	I	applied	for	the	license	before	I	actually	go	it,	my	
patience	was	well	worth	it.	
		
Kevin	Alexander,	Acceleron	Trade	Services	President:	I	received	my	
letter	today.		I	passed!!	P.S.,	One	thing	I	learned	during	the	boot	camp	
was	how	to	use	the	statistical	exam	results	to	highlight	the	highly	tested	
subject	areas.		I	think	this	was	very	helpful	as	I	proceeded	to	read	the	
remaining	sections	of	the	regulations	that	I	haven't	read	yet.		Having	
passages	highlighted	drew	my	focus	to	them	when	I	was	reading	
regulations.		
	
Ed	Mitchell,	Mach	1	Global	Services	Operations	Manager:	OK,	you	get	to	
add	one	more	pass	to	your	statistics.	I	got	the	letter	last	night	that	I	won	
on	the	appeal.	Thank	you.	

Wendy	Martinez,,	Standard	Aero:	I	took	the	test	in	Oct	2006	and	passed!	
	

Bernard	VanHam,	Snap-on	Tools	Import/Export	Compliance	Manager:		I	
am	pleased	to	report	that	CBP	accepted	my	protest	and	have	confirmed	I	
passed	the	customs	broker	exam.	Thanks	for	your	help	with	the	protest.	.	
.	.	[later].	.	.	It	sounds	like	you	have	many	success	stories	in	passing	the	
latest	exam.	CONGRATULATIONS	to	you	&	your	students!	Tell	those	you	
were	not	successful	this	time,	not	to	give	up	&	keep	trying.	The	test	is	
very	difficult	but	the	reward	will	be	worth	the	effort.	Lots	of	very	good	
employment	opportunities	for	LCB’s.	
	
Sara	Gray:	I	passed	the	exam.		I	finally	got	the	letter	yesterday.		Thank	



  

 

you	for	your	help.		I	wouldn't	have	passed	without	the	class.	This	was	the	
second	time	I	took	the	exam,	but	the	first	time	I	took	your	class.	I	took	an	
online	course	before	my	first	attempt,	but	it	wasn't	very	comprehensive.	.	
.	.	[later]	.	.	.	Yes,	it	will	be	fine	if	you	want	to	use	my	testimonial.	Thank	
you	for	your	help!	
	
Marsha	Maier:	I	passed	with	an	80	on	my	first	try	–	I	can	hardly	believe	it	
as	I	made	a	colossal	blunder	misreading	"8"	for	"0"	on	one	problem	and	a	
couple	of	other	pretty	careless	mistakes.		
	
Justen	Strader,	Safco	Products	Company	International	Transportation	
Supervisor:	It's	official....	I	received	my	letter	on	Monday	and	I	Passed!!		It	
was	a	close	one,	but	passing	is	passing.		Thank	you	for	all	the	
encouragement.		The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	really	helped.		
	
Sonia	Medina,	Flegenheimer	International	Inc.	Ocean	Import	Manager:	
YES!!!!!!!!!!!!	I	Passed.	Thank	you	very	much	for	your	great	coaching	and	
support.		I	could	not	have	done	it	had	I	not	taken	The	Best	Customs	
Broker	Course.		
	
Elizabeth	Rivera,	Subaru	Export	Administrator-Bilingual:	I	just	received	
my	letter	and	found	out	that	I	passed	the	exam	on	my	first	try.		Although	
I	panicked	on	the	second	half,	I	still	made	it.	God	is	Great.		Thank	you	for	
all	your	help.	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	was	well	worth	it.	
Certainly	you	can	use	my	testimonial.	…	(months	later:	……	I	wanted	to	
let	you	know	that	today	I	received	a	call	that	my	license	is	
in.		WooHooo!!!!	)	
	
		
Lisa	Knerr,	American	Eagle	Outfitters	International	Trade	Compliance:	I	
received	my	letter	on	Saturday	and	I	did	pass	the	exam.	Thanks	so	much	
for	all	of	your	help!	It	was	the	first	time	taking	your	class.		I	had	taken	a	
different	class	for	the	first	&	second	exam.	
	
Andrea	M.	Ewart:	I	passed	the	exam	on	my	first	try!		I	just	got	my	
letter.		It	was	by	the	skin	of	my	teeth	(and	some	luck,	I	think)	but	who	



  

 

cares!	:)	Either	way,	couldn't	have	done	it	without	you!			I	can't	believe	
the	amount	of	work	you	put	into	this!		I	feel	truly	blessed	to	have	
this	support	and	I	made	the	best	of	it.		Thanks	very	much	for	all	the	help	
and	support.	And	I	have	absolutely	no	problems	with	you	using	my	
testimonial.		In	fact,	I	insist	:)	
		
Laura	Klevinsky,	Intermatic	Incorporated	Trade	Compliance	Specialist:		I	
wanted	to	let	you	know	that	my	appeals	did	go	through	and	I	passed	the	
October	2009	exam.		It	was	a	good	feeling	to	know	that	I	didn’t	have	to	
sit	for	this	past	exam	in	April.		Thank	you	again	for	all	your	support	
during	my	studies	and	assisting	me	with	my	appeals.		I	couldn’t	have	
done	it	without	you!!		…	Take	care	and	thanks	again	for	everything!	You	
rock!!	PS	After	finding	out	that	my	appeals	went	through,	I	was	promoted	
two	days	later	at	work	to	a	“Trade	Compliance	Specialist”		How	sweet	it	
is!!	
	
Joshua	Spiegel,	Trans-Border	Global	Freight	Systems,	Inc.:	I	just	wanted	
to	give	you	an	update	on	my	April	2009	exam.	I	had	originally	come	up	
one	question	short	of	passing	but	was	recently	notified	that	my	appeal	
resulted	in	the	acceptance	of	3	additional	questions,	so	I	passed.	Thank	
you	for	your	invaluable	assistance.	The	course	work	and	preparation	
were	the	key	to	my	success.	Of	course	you	may	use	my	testimonial.	
Thanks	again	for	all	the	help.	
	
Jessica	Cadigan:		I	just	received	a	call	yesterday	letting	me	know	that	I	
passed	the	April	2009	Customs	Broker	Exam!!!	They	gave	me	my	appeal	
on	question	#24,	and	I	passed,	one	question	was	all	I	needed!	I	wanted	to	
let	you	know,	I	am	very	excited,	thank	you	for	all	your	help	and	always	
sticking	by	me	through	this	hard,	but	rewarding	process.				
	
Carrie	Lai:	I	received	the	letter	from	CBP	and	confirmed	I	passed	the	
exam.	Thank	you	for	your	help!	
	
Alfredo	Mavila,	Subaru	of	America:	Got	my	letter	as	well,	and	passed	on	
the	first	try	with	an	80%!		I'm	very	excited.		You	were	there	ALL	the	way,	
making	this	possible.	Can't	recommend	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	



  

 

enough!	Thank	you	so	much!			
	
Petra	Douglas,	Subaru	of	America:	I	just	received	a	letter	from	CBP	
stating	that	I	passed	the	October	5,	2009	exam	with	a	score	of	85%	!!!	I'm	
soooo	happy!!!!	It's	amazing.	Thank	you	very	much	for	all	your	help.	I	
could	not	have	done	it	without	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course.	You	
really	helped	me	stay	on	course	and	keep	going	with	all	the	homework,	
practice	exams	and	assignments.	Really	appreciate	all	your	help	and	the	
boot	camp!	.	.	.	[months	later:]	I	finally	received	a	call	from	the	port	on	
Friday	that	they	received	my	license!!!!	Finally	...	I’m	so	happy!	
	
Student:	I	got	my	letter	in	the	mail	today	and	I	passed!	I	didn't	do	as	well	
as	I	would've	liked	but	a	passing	score	is	a	passing	score	and	I'll	take	it!,	
Thanks	for	all	your	help!	
	
Christine	Chen,	Thermo	Fisher	Scientific	Export	Specialist:	Thank	you.	I	
passed	the	April	2009	exam.	Without	your	materials,	I	would	not	have	
been	able	to	make	it.	Thank	you!!,	
		
Dick	Beerman:	I	am	proud	to	inform	you	that	I	passed	the	April	2008	
exam	with	a	77.5.	I'll	take	it	considering	it	was	done	with	one	functioning	
eye!	.	.	.	[thirteen	months	later]	I	just	got	a	call	from	CBP	advising	that	my	
license	is	here.	Thanks	for	helping	me	to	get	to	this	point.	.	.	.	[four	
months	later]	.	.	.	I	picked	up	my	port	permit	and	entry	filer	code.	We	are	
getting	there	but,	boy,	there	are	lots	of	stops	before	the	goal	is	achieved.	
Tomorrow,	I	am	going	to	start	dealing	with	ABI	issues.	And,	there	is	yet	
more	to	come!	I	had	no	vision	of	the	struggle	just	to	get	started!	God	
Bless	you.	You	are	a	total	jewel!				
Student:	I	got	my	letter	in	the	mail	from	customs	yesterday.	I	passed!!!!!!		
	
Aaron	Smith,	Smith	Protective	Services:	"I	passed	the	test!		Thanks	to	you	
.	.	.	and	your	wonderful	staff	I	just	wanted	to	thank	you	for	giving	me	the	
proper	footing	to	pass	the	Brokerage	Exam.		While	I	am	a	Texas	attorney,	
I	had	no	industry	experience	to	rely	upon	for	this	exam.		The	Best	
Customs	Broker	Course	Boot	Camp	course	familiarized	me	with	the	
usage	of	the	Harmonized	Tariff	Schedule,	and,	equally	as	important,	your	



  

 

comprehensive	list	of	tested	regulations	gave	made	the	Code	of	Federal	
Regulations	manageable.		Lastly,	I	have	to	say	that	while	I	wasn't	the	best	
student	due	to	several	timing	factors	you	were	willing	to	work	with	me	
after	I	told	you	what	they	were	-	thank	you	for	working	with	me	so	that	I	
could	get	the	most	out	of	your	course	and	pass	the	exam."	.	.	.	Months	
later,	“I	received	my	Broker's	License,	Thanks	again	for	helping	me	over	
the	hill.		Your	introduction	to	the	HTS	and	comprehensive	indexing	of	the	
exam	questions	made	the	difference	for	me.”	
	
Rebecca	Guo,	Rogers	Corporation	Trade	Compliance	Manager,	Rogers	
Corporation:	Just	want	to	confirm	with	you:	I	got	CBP's	letter	yesterday	
and	I	really	passed!!!	:).	.	.	P.S.	I	talked	to	customs	in	Providence	where	I	
took	the	exam	and	she	told	me	that	of	the	5	people	taking	the	exam	there,	
I	am	the	only	one	who	passed.	The	other	4	people	were	classmates	from	
a	broker	exam	course	taught	by	a	Boston	law	firm.	They	looked	so	
prepared	and	organized	the	day	of	the	exam	that	I	was	really	worried	...	
Ha	Ha.	Thank	you	thank	you	thank	you!	.	.	.		[months	later	.	.	.	]	I	just	went	
to	pick	up	my	license	today.	It	was	a	very	easy	to	get	and	it	took	only	a	
short	period	of	time.	This	is	probably	because	I	am	the	only	one	they	
have	to	deal	with	in	the	small	state	of	Rhode	Island.	I	was	told	I	was	the	
only	one	who	passed	in	April,	and	nobody	passed	in	October	here.	Your	
class	rocks!!,	Thank	you	very	much	and	I	have	to	update	my	resume	
now...:)	
		
Emma	Green,	Leschaco,	Inc.	Import	Agent:	I	can't	believe	it	but	.	.	.	CBP	
called	me	and	told	me	that	I	actually	passed	the	test	the	1st	time	I	took	
it!!!	.	.	.		I	wanted	you	to	know.	
	
Nicole	Austin:	Thank	you	Thank	you.	Thank	you.	I	just	received	my	letter	
that	stated	I	passed	the	Broker	Exam.	I	attended	your	broker	protest	
session	last	May.	Your	help	is	the	single	reason	I	went	through	with	the	
Broker	Protest	and	passed.	Thanks	so	much.			
	
Amy	Wert,	McCormick	&	Company,	Inc.	Foreign	Trade	Compliance	
Analyst:	I	passed!!!!!!	I'm	so	excited!!!!!	Thank	you	so	much!!		The	Best	
Customs	Broker	Course	design	really	helped	me	focus	my	study	time	as	I	



  

 

knew	what	I	needed	to	focus	on	and	your	encouragement	really	
motivated	me	to	put	the	huge	amount	of	time	in	to	get	there.		It	was	
worth	it!!!	
		
Greg	Dippel:	“I	passed	by	2	answers	and	my	wife	(Gay	Dippel)	passed	by	
5!	Bet	the	licenses	look	the	same!	.	.	.	Needless	to	say	we	are	happy	and	
blessed.”		…	[later]	.	.	.	“Believe	it	or	not,	CBP	called	yesterday	and	let	me	
know	that	my	license	has	arrived!	They	are	sending	out	a	letter	with	the	
date	of	presentation.	Only	13	1/2	months	after	I	passed	-	not	to	sound	
ungrateful.”	
	
Vince	Enea,	TAESL	Trade	Compliance	Supervisor:		Just	wanted	to	let	you	
know	that	I	passed	the	exam.	I	could	not	have	done	it	without	the	
foundation	you	gave	with	your	classes	at	American	Airlines.	Thanks	a	
lot.		
	
Mike	Comeford:	Yes,	I	passed!.	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	on-line	
course	was	an	excellent	training	aid.			

Mario	A	Degollado	CEVA	Logistics:		…	THANK	YOU	for	your	help	in	
making	my	dream	come	true	---	to	be	a	LCB.	I	really	appreciate	your	help	
and	I	am	recommending	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	to	other	
people	here	in	the	valley.	…	Yes,	you	can	use	my	quote,	but	please	put	it	
in	capital	letters	because	this	was	a	big	accomplishment	for	me!	P.S.	I	am	
also	a	lawyer	in	Mexico	(just	fyi).	
	
Grant	Smith,	Brady	Corporation	International	Operations	Trade	
Compliance	Specialist:		I	had	tried	and	failed	the	test	several	times.	I	
finally	passed.	It	is	a	great	accomplishment.		I	do	have	advice	for	
everyone	who	did	not	pass.	First	I	would	like	to	thank	Ruth	Rodriguez,	
she	runs	a	program	to	help	people	learn	to	pass	the	exam.	I	took	her	class	
and	did	learn	a	lot.	The	most	important	thing	I	learned	is	do	not	give	up.	
Do	not	stop	or	take	a	break	from	trying	either.	(months	later:	I	am	a	very	
busy	guy,	and	owe	a	good	deal	of	my	continuing	success	to	the	fact	that	I	
stuck	to	my	plan	and	earned	my	brokers	license.	I	can't	make	it	to	the	
Boot	Camp	to	be	your	guest	speaker,	but	I	do	travel	a	bit	and	visit	Dallas	
at	least	once	a	year	to	do	trade	compliance	audits	of	my	company’s	



  

 

Dallas	business	unit.	Please	tell	your	students	tests	and	a	positive	
attitude	are	the	keys	to	success.)	
	
Angela	Lee,	Savitransport	Logistics	Manager:	I	received	a	letter	on	Friday	
and	passed!	I	passed	on	the	first	try	thanks	to	your	program!	I	made	it!	
Thank	you!	
	
Judy	Zhan,	American	Hintech	Shipping	Department:	The	tears	are	still	on	
my	cheeks	-	uncontrollable	joy.	I	made	it.	No	one	can	believe	I	did	this.	I	
am	almost	60	years	old	and	came	to	the	United	States	13	years	ago	and	
began	to	learn	English	then.		I	got	my	citizenship	on	January	2008.		I	
started	studying	for	this	exam	before	Xmas	2007.		People	who	did	not	
pass	the	exam	-	never	give	up.		Instead,	think	about	me!	I	made	it.		
	
Charles	Kiboi,	Dallas	Semiconductor/Maxim:	I	just	got	my	letter	from	
Customs	and	I	passed.	Thank	you	for	all	the	support.	Your	class	helped	a	
whole	lot.	Thank	you	again.	.	.	.	(months	later)	Good	day,	I	finally	got	my	
License.	Thank	you	again	for	all	your	help.	
	
Kay	Holsomback,	Neiman	Marcus	Director,	International	Operations:	I	
got	my	letter	this	weekend	and	I	officially	passed!!!	It	looks	like	I	made	
an	80%	on	the	exam.	Thanks	for	all	your	help	with	the	class	and	the	
materials.	

Brenda	Cashion,	VP	-	Operations,	Pinnacle	Interior	Elements,		Ltd.:	I	got	
83.75%!	.	.	.	I	couldn’t	have	done	it	without	your	help	&	constant	
encouragement,	the	boot	camp	&	conference	calls.		All	the	time	spent	
within	the	group	environment	helped	me	to	look	at	this	process	from	
many	perspectives	and	that	is	why	I	feel	that	I	passed.		The	group	input	
was	invaluable	to	me!	You	have	a	winning	program	&	I	hope	for	the	sake	
of	others	contemplating	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	that	you	
continue!	

	
Gwen	Ozieblo,	Anna's	Linnens:	I	passed!		82.5%!!!,	Thanks	for	so	much	
for	everything!	I'm	so	excited!		I	got	the	official	letter	Saturday!			The	Best	
Customs	Broker	Course,	taking	the	practice	exams	over	and	over	again	



  

 

until	I	got	at	least	a	96%	on	each	one	and	being	disciplined	enough	to	
study	almost	every	day	-	those	were	all	keys	to	passing,	and	on	my	first	
try!		You	always	told	me	I	could	do	it	and	you	were	right!		Thanks	again!		
	

	
Aileen	Mounetou:	I	just	wanted	to	let	you	know	that	Customs	accepted	
my	appeals	and	so	I	passed!		I'm	so	relieved.		I	wanted	to	thank	you	for	
all	your	help.		I	couldn't	of	done	it	without	you.		Now	I	can	focus	on	my	
wedding	without	having	to	worry	about	the	exam.		Thank	you	so	much.	

	
Candita	Meek,	Texas	Instruments	Inc.	Trade	Compliance	Manager:	I	…	
passed	the	exam.		…While	studying	for	this	exam	I	often	felt	like	the	odds	
were	stacked	against	me.	I	knew	that	the	overall	pass	rates	were	low,	
and	that	many	people	had	to	take	the	exam	multiple	times	before	passing	
it.		I	had	no	practical	import	experience	to	draw	from.		I	had	not	taken	
the	exam	previously,	or	even	read	the	import	regulations	until	I	started	
your	class.		The	structure	of	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	and	the	
focus	on	taking	previous	tests	were	invaluable	in	preparing	me	for	exam	
day.		Even	while	struggling	with	morning	sickness,	I	was	able	to	pass	the	
exam	on	my	first	try.		The	review	course	&	boot	camps	were	well	worth	
the	time	and	money	invested!	
	
Sandra	St.	John,	Texas	Instruments	Inc.	Global	Trade	Compliance	U.S.	
Import	Manager:	I	just	saw	the	posted	answers	today.		This	confirms	my	
score	of	76.25,	which	Customs	told	me	last	week.	As	you	know	I	had	
taken	the	test	previously,	but	that	was	before	coming	to	your	class.		I	
know	that	without	attending	your	class	I	would	not	have	passed	this	go-
round.		The	boot	camps	are	invaluable.			Taking	the	practice	tests,	which	
you	have	made	as	a	class	requirement,	is	a	must.	I	was	especially	
impressed	with	the	“after	test”	support.		While	we	were	all	waiting	and	
worrying,	you	were	getting	us	prepared	for	appeals	and	how	to	carry	on	
to	the	next	test	if	necessary.		I	highly	recommend	The	Best	Customs	
Broker	Course	to	anyone	who	wants	to	take	and	pass	the	Customs	
Broker	Exam.	

Elsa	Longoria,	Robert	F.	Barnes	Customs	Brokers:	I	passed	the	Brokers	
exam	with	an	85!	I	wanted	to	call	you	and	tell	you	how	much	I	am	very	



  

 

grateful	for	your	help	and	for	motivating	us.		The	boot	camp	was	very	
very	helpful.	Thank	you	so	much.		The	best	to	you	in	your	work.	

	
Grant	Bluestein,	Fluor	Enterprises,	Inc.:	I	am	glad	I	passed.		Thanks	for	
the	great	information	and	availability	for	assistance.		.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.		I	
picked	up	my	license	on	Tuesday.		Thanks	again.		
	
Jim	Crane,	American	Honda	Motor	Co.	Inc.	Trade	Services	Customs	
Specialist:	Looks	like	I	passed;	82.5%.	WooHoo!!!	…	I'd	be	happy	to	let	
you	use	my	comments	[in	your	testimonials]!!	

	
Guillermo	Arevalo,	EGL	Global	Brokerage:	Passed	the	broker	course	–	it’s	
official.	.	.	.	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	was	the	medicine	I	needed	
to	succeed	in	passing	the	exam.	.	.	Thanks	for	your	great	help	in	helping	
pass	this	exam.	Opportunities	are	already	knocking!!!!!!!	.	.	.	Again,	thank	
you	for	your	assistance	in	this	great	challenge	I	faced.	

Carla	Felton,	Honeywell:	I	just	got	my	letter	this	weekend	and	I	
passed.		I’ve	already	recommended	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	to	
my	previous	manager	who	has	a	subordinate	that	will	be	studying	next	
year	for	the	test.		Thank	you	so	much	for	all	your	guidance	with	this	
subject.	

Mark	Pinchok,	Bayer	Corporate	and	Business	Services:	I	passed..	I	got	a	
73.5	%	and	appealed	5	questions	and	won	2	of	them.	Thanks	!!		

Cheryl	Woodyard	,	Coppersmith:	I	have	confirmed	with	Customs	that	I	
passed	the	broker's	exam	with	an	87.5%.	Not	bad	for	someone	who	had	
their	car	broken	into	and	all	their	study	materials	stolen!			My	
coursework	and	homework	was	very	challenging	but	I	don't	believe	I	
could	have	passed	it	without	your	encouragement	and	support.		Your	
methods	helped	me	to	develop	a	exam	strategy	that	helped	me	to	
succeed.		The	boot	camp	you	conducted	in	Dallas	was	a	tremendous	leap	
in	the	right	direction.		Thanks	for	helping	me	pass	the	exam	on	the	first	
try	-	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	was	worth	every	penny	and	I	
would	highly	recommend	it	to	anyone!	

		



  

 

Kate	Solano,	CEVA	Logistics:	I	just	called	&	received	a	verbal	
confirmation…I	PASSED	WITH	AN	80%!!!!!!!!!!!!!!	Thanks	for	all	the	help!	

	
Julia	Lohmer,	Bell	Helicopter:	According	to	the	answer	sheet,	I	passed	
with	a	92.		I'll	rest	easier	once	I	get	official	results	though!	Thanks!	

	
Lori	Gaze,	SCM	Solutions	Corp	Customs	Broker:	I	just	received	my	letter	
and	I	passed!!!!!!!	Thanks	for	all	of	your	help.	I	would	not	have	passed	
without	the	structure,	encouragement	and	study	advice	your	class	offers.	
…	I	can’t	believe	I	passed	the	first	time!!	.	.	.	[later]	.	.	.	Just	a	note	to	let	
you	know	that	I	was	presented	with	my	license	last	Tuesday.	Let	me	
know	if	you	need	a	speaker	when	you	come	to	Houston.	Thanks	again	for	
all	of	your	help.	

Aaron	Hayes,	Lockheed	Martin	Aeronautics:	…	it	appears	that	I	have	
passed	with	an	85%.	Thank	you	for	providing	the	necessary	elements,	
instruction	and	encouragement	to	achieve	a	passing	grade.	

Louis	Wilhelm,	Roberts	Co.:	It	seems	you	have	some	very	happy	and	
excited	students,	well,	guess	what?	You	have	one	more	to	add	to	your	list.	
According	to	the	official	results	my	score	was	80%,	I	have	to	hand	it	to	
you	without	your	program	I	would	never	have	passed	this	test.	Many	
thanks	to	you	and	your	tireless	work	you	have	put	into	this	coarse,	you	
say	it's	a	hobby	I	know	it's	more	than	that.		

	
Nick	Naylor,	iFox	Technologies,	Inc.:	I	passed	the	exam	with	a	score	of	
89%!!!		What	a	relief.		If	it	wasn't	for	taking	all	of	those	practice	exams	
that	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	recommended	and	going	through	
the	program	you	have	online	(not	to	mention	the	boot	camp),	then	I	
know	I	wouldn't	have	done	anywhere	near	as	well.		Thanks	for	guiding	
my	study	time	in	the	right	direction.	.	.	Thanks	to	your	program	and	the	
study	method,	I	only	had	to	take	the	test	once.		The	folks	down	at	the	
Norfolk	Customs	House	were	impressed	with	that	fact!	

Carleton	Edward	Blankenburg:	.	.	.	You	are	more	than	welcome	to	use	
[my]	quote	in	your	marketing	materials.	I	appreciate	the	fact	that	my	
passing	the	exam	is	a	DIRECT	result	of	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course.	.	



  

 

.		.	I	can't	thank	you	enough	for	your	help.	I	am	so	glad	that	I	got	that	
notice	of	your	course	from	FITA	back	in	February.	.	.	I	will	wait	for	the	
letter,	but	it	looks	like	I	got	a	79....I	missed	17.	The	class	made	the	
difference.	

	
Student:	According	to	the	answer,	key	I	got	90%.		I	was	able	to	pass	on	
my	first	try.		The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	was	a	big	help!	Thanks	
	
Student:		I	passed	the	test!	
	
Student:	Thank	you	for	all	of	your	help	guiding	me	down	the	right	path.	I	
passed	the	test	this	time!	Attending	the	boot	camp	gave	me	the	ability	to	
focus	my	studies	in	the	right	direction.	I	would	recommend	your	class	to	
anyone	taking	the	exam.	Thanks	Again,	I	passed	due	to	your	guidance	at	
the	boot	camp.	
	
Student:	Even	despite	them	invalidating	3	questions	I	changed	and	
couldn’t	erase	completely,	I	still	passed.	I	wish	I	had	gotten	a	rubber	
eraser.		I	wouldn’t	have	been	nearly	as	nervous	waiting	for	the	results	as	
I	was	fairly	confident	I	passed	excluding	the	3.	I	should	have	gotten	an	
80%,	and	the	CBP	officer	said	as	much,	but	they	had	to	invalidate	all	
three	questions,	so	I	passed	by	one.	.	.	.	I	must	attribute	my	passing	the	
exam	to	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	and	the	boot	camp.	It	got	me	
organized,	made	me	disciplined	to	study,	and	ultimately	contributed	to	
my	success	on	the	exam.		
	
Student:	I	passed.		I	only	missed	17,	so	I	believe	I	did	pass,		BUT	I	would	
rather	wait	until	receive	the	confirmation	by	mail	to	Celebrate!!	

Student:	I	passed	with	an	83.75%.	
	

Student:	I	just	wanted	to	say	Thanks	to	everyone	who	made	this	possible.	
If	you	are	someone	who	is	looking	to	pass	the	US	Customs	Broker	
Licensing	Exam,	I	highly	recommend	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course.		
	
Student:	I	was	notified	that	I	passed	the	exam!		Whoooppieee!!!		I	
protested	4	questions	and	received	credit	for	two	of	them.		Thanks	for	all	



  

 

your	kind	help	and	dedication	for	the	last	exam.		Your	support	and	drive	
was	a	great	contribution	in	pulling	me	through.	

		
Student:	Great	news!		I	just	got	my	letter	from	CBP	today	on	my	protest	
and	I	passed		.	.	.		I	received	credit	for	two	of	the	four	Qs	that	I	
protested.		Thanks	again	for	everything!	The	Best	Customs	Broker	
Course	will	be	highly	recommended!			

	
Student:	I	got	my	appeals	back	today	and	I	passed!	I	am	so	glad	I	don’t	
have	to	study	this	again	for	October!	Thanks	for	the	help!			

		
Student:	I	received	a	call	from	CBP	in	Detroit	-	of	those	people	who	
passed	in	Detroit	(I	would	guess	about	60	people	took	the	exam	in	
Detroit),	I	obtained	the	highest	score.		I	just	had	to	share	the	news!	

	
Student:	I	received	a	letter	this	past	Friday	stating	that	I	passed	the	
exam!		It	certainly	helped	make	for	a	nice	weekend.		Thanks	again	for	
your	assistance	throughout	the	class.		

	
Student:	I	got	my	result	back	today.		I	passed	the	exam!!!!		The	chapter	
summaries	and	additional	quizzes	really	did	make	all	the	difference	for	
me	this	time.	Thanks.	

	
Student:	I	am	so	excited	to	let	you	know	that	I	passed	the	Oct	exam.	God,	
I	actually	cried	when	I	learned	about	the	4%	passing	rate	last	week.	I	still	
can't	believe	I	am	one	of	the	4%!	Thank	you	much	for	your	assistance	
and	preparation	for	the	exam.	

	
Student:	Your	suggestion	about	checking	the	exams	to	see	where	you	are	
weak	and	spending	extra	time	studying	those	sections	helped	me	the	
most.			I	am	not	a	good	test	taker,	but	found	in	your	class	the	help	I	
needed	to	pass.	

	
Student:	Couldn't	have	passed	without	you!!	:)	

	



  

 

Student:	Your	class	is	an	excellent	compliment	to	the	one	taught	at	[the	
local	community	college].		I	would	be	completely	lost	had	I	not	taken	that	
class,	but	I	came	in	pretty	cold!		

	
Student:	The	Best	Customs	Broker	Course	was	good	for	me	because	it	
kept	me	on	a	studying	and	test-taking	schedule	via	the	internet.		Too	bad	
I	wasn't	in	Texas,	I	would	have	enjoyed	the	classes	and	meeting	you.	

	
Student:	The	results	are	in	from	my	protest.		I	got	the	credit	I	needed	to	
pass.		...	Ain't	God	good!	

	
Student:	Customs	gave	me	credit	for	the	one	...	that	I	protested,	so	I	have	
officially	passed	the	exam!!!!	Thank	you.	
	
	
	
 


